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ABSTRACT
A custom USPS specific mobile navigational and delivery system is presented. This
system aids in the everyday delivery of mail and enhances the services provided by the
USPS. The system uses wireless network connectivity to receive real-time delivery
specific updates and to transmit package tracking information to a centralized server.
Varieties of new services are implemented and many new opportunities are presented.
The system provides a more efficient, cost effective, mail delivery process and adds to
the quality and range of core services provided.
Thesis Supervisor: Ted Selker, Ph.D.
Title: Associate Professor, Context-Aware Computing, MIT Media Lab
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1. Introduction
1.1. Background of the Project
Historically, the postal services are mainly associated with letters and post cards.
In the modem society of Internet shopping, larger and more valuable packages contribute
for the bulk of the postal business. As the value and volume of the mail increased, more
companies have tried to capture shares of the delivery market. The competition led to
constantly increasing standards for the mail delivery time, the security, the package
tracking process and the additional services provided. The mail delivery is in constant
need of faster and more effective systems to match the intensity and the requirements of
the modem society. To minimize their cost and increase the productivity, many new
processes and technologies have been introduced in the delivery infrastructure. Wireless
technologies, customized PDAs and computer networks were built to support the daily
delivery process. These technologies were applied to very specific aspects of the delivery
process, like package tracking, package routing and communication. Overview of the
systems, integrating new technologies, for mail delivery and navigation is presented in
the following section of this chapter.
1.2. Similar Systems and Known Implemented Components
1.2.1. Package Tracking Systems
No single system that encapsulates all the features and capabilities in the system
presented in this thesis is commercially available. What we can talk about is various
partial solutions to what we can call the ultimate delivery and navigational system
embedded in a mobile office. The idea of this multi-functional system is to navigate,
assist and monitor the whole process and communication of the postal truck. The system
will also provide extra security and assistance to the postal worker in his manual tasks: by
double-checking the drop-off location for packages and even by reminding the driver of
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packages he failed to deliver. This comprehensive coverage of the mail delivery process,
that the system provides, makes it unique and novel. Partial implementations or systems
with smaller spans have been commercially available and used in various businesses,
mainly in the leading expediters like USPS, Federal Express (FedEx) and United Parcel
Services (UPS). Both FedEx and UPS provide real-time package tracking, while USPS
provides package tracking updates every twenty-four hours.
FedEx's newest data collection device for couriers incorporates a micro
radio for hands-free communication with a printer and mobile
computer in the courier's delivery vehicle. Called the PowerPad, the
devices use Bluetooth wireless technology that allows them to
communicate with each other within 30 feet. (FedEx, 2002)
The quote shows that FedEx is using a custom device to scan packages and then to
transmit that information to a computer in the vehicle. Information about communication
between the vehicle and the main database is not publicly disclosed. The most probable
communication solution is to use FedEx's offices for wireless download, once the trucks
reload and/or pass by FedEx offices or a nationwide wireless network solution with the
same capabilities as the UPS network described later in this paragraph. Similarly to
FedEx, UPS has a proprietary device called "Delivery Information Acquisition Device or
DIAD [DIAD allows] ... drivers to collect and send delivery information at virtually the
same time" (UPS, 1999). What is known about UPS's DIAD connectivity is that UPS has
started a "Package Level Detail (PLD) initiative that captures information about each
package and moves the information through UPS's operational network" (UPS, 2002).
This private network also does not have a publicly disclosed specification but it is known
that this is a wireless network using satellites for virtually continuous coverage, similar to
the cell phones' coverage. Evidently, this network provides the ability to transfer
information about scanned packages to a central database that keeps track of all packages.
Both FedEx and UPS have their own systems which scan and transmit the information for
tracking packages. Both systems have close to real-time performance but they represent
only a single aspect of the functionality of the USPS navigational and delivery system
presented in this thesis. The package tracking part of this new system will replace the
current USPS system which uses barcode-scanning wands with internal memory. These
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wands are downloaded via short-range radio communication at the end of the day when
the truck is docked at the post office. This is why the data about all packages is updated
at the end of the day, when all downloads are completed. The new system will allow the
use of these wands or any other scanning device or schema; the information will be
"immediately" downloaded from the wand and sent to the centralized USPS server for
real-time package tracking. The actual time to transmit the information from the mobile
truck to the USPS server will depend on the wireless coverage. The specification of the
system approximates that within a five-minute window will be within wireless coverage
and sent all updates to the central server. Further explanations of this process are
presented in section 2.1.4. Wireless 802. 1b Network Connectivity
1.2.2. Navigational Systems
Navigational systems are standard features in most new cars. These systems are
GPS guided navigational systems that use only static pre-deployed maps and GPS
readings. Such a system is one-directional and receives information only from GPS
satellites. It determines the position of the vehicle and calculates driving direction from
the current position to designated destinations. Map databases and software products for
driving directions could be updated with information about construction and road
updates. Although these mapping products are rapidly developing, they often lack new
and small streets and reconstructed infrastructures. Considering the lack of details in the
mapping programs each navigational and delivery USPS software will add an additional
layer for updates and custom services, while displaying the current location and route for
the truck. Further discussion of these functions and their implementation can be found
later in the Features of the Software System chapter. Each truck will be able to collect
information about traffic situations and construction sites. This information will be
collected and processed by the USPS server to update a custom real-time road and traffic
map. This map will allow each truck to retrieve updated information about its
surrounding region and then recalculate its optimal path. The availability of such a
realistic map of the routes and traffic would provide competitive advantage and would
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open possibilities for new markets and services for USPS.
1.3. Objectives
The main reasons for creating this mobile office system are to increase the
productivity of the postal workers, to provide even more reliable tracking of packages
and to minimize the possibilities of lost or misdelivered packages. The office mode of the
system will provide capabilities for the postal worker to perform all of his paper work
and communicate with his managers or other office workers from the truck. This
communication will decrease the time spent in the postal office and will increase the
USPS presence in local communities. The actual office space of each worker will be
moved to his truck, thus provide for more sentimental attachment to the truck. This effect
should lead to greater caution in the use of the postal equipment and increase its lifetime
while decreasing its maintenance cost.
In the spirit of the Context-Aware Computing Group at the MIT Media
Laboratory, we have decided to change people's perception of the mail delivery system
and the way it fits into our society. In simple words, we are designing the delivery vehicle
of the future. Many innovative ideas have been proposed and considered as additions to
or upgrades of the United States Postal Service (USPS) Conceptual Truck but only a
dozen features have been selected, because they radically change or enhance the truck at
minimal cost. The three aspects in which the truck will be enhanced are efficiency, safety
and capacity to perform new services. The USPS truck is a vital part of the society. This
fact led to the idea that the truck should be able to communicate to the community and
also enrich the society. A major aim for improving the truck is increasing the driving,
reliability and security of the truck. Another direction for improvements, which this thesis
concentrates on, is enhancing the service provided. Enhancing the service is an approach
that would allow information about tasks that a postal worker might perform while
delivering the mail to be available to him within minutes of his destination. Another sub
goal is to ensure that the postal worker is oriented geographically at all times and able to
deliver orders from any warehouse. This approach expects that all delivery trucks would
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have small amounts of items that have not yet been ordered but are very likely to be
ordered from contracted warehouses. These items would be loaded on the truck in
advance. The selection of these items would be based on the information for most
demanded items from each contracted retailer. In addition, the postal worker will be able
to communicate with his supervisors and coordinators from the truck as well as to work
on his administrative tasks there. The ultimate goal is to make the postal truck be the
mobile office for the driver.
1.4. System Overview
To optimize and enhance the delivery service, we decided to build a
comprehensive customized system that will encapsulate various old and new technologies
to provide a complete solution for the postal delivery process. Working under the
supervision of Professor Ted Selker at the Media Lab's Context-Aware Computing
Group, I designed and built a computer system for an interactive conceptual USPS truck.
The truck has enhanced USPS-specific navigational features and operates as a
marketplace on wheels. A Global Positioning System (GPS) is connected to a real-time
interactive map, displaying the current location of the truck. The map also displays real-
time delivery orders, traffic conditions, route-specific updates and information about
various community services that USPS will be involved in. Some of the societal services
that the USPS Conceptual Truck could be involved in are hospice check-in, parole
signing-in, medical alerts, emergency help, determining accident locations and providing
real-time video feeds about traffic and weather status. Using the real-time GPS
navigation and real-time updates, the truck can find the best routes out of traffic jams,
accidents and construction sites to lead the driver more rapidly and safely to his
destinations.
Many navigational systems use GPS. However, we are designing a more
interactive, USPS-specific, bi-directional real-time system. The system will not only
provide navigational information about driving but will also aid both in standard mail
delivery and in introducing novel real-time delivery systems like the same-day delivery
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option. Preliminary research shows this delivery feature to be very attractive for the end
users, the retailers and the USPS. This thesis uses the research and implementation
already done on GPS-aided navigational systems like Microsoft MapPoint 2002 and the
advanced "GARMIN" GPS units to create a unique, profound and useful mobile office
system.
Higher efficiency in the mail delivery will also be provided by the customized
navigational system, currently based on Microsoft's MapPoint 2002 (MP2002) software.
This navigational system will receive real-time updates from a dedicated USPS server
about traffic conditions, constructions and specific postal demands. The opportunity for
same-day delivery is based on the fact that on average, each truck is only 30% full of
mail. To utilize the rest of the space, popular selling items from contracted online
retailers will be pre-loaded on the trucks. Once a retailer receives a same-day delivery
order for an item that is available for same-day delivery, the central USPS server sends a
message to the closest USPS truck that holds this item and the truck delivers it within
minutes. This service will provide extra revenue for the USPS and the online retailers, as
well as unmatchable convenience for the consumer.
Package tracking capabilities will be based on either Radio Frequency
Identification (RFID) (AIM, Inc, July 2002.) or on the current barcode scanning system.
The main feature will be that all packages and pre-loaded inventory will be scanned while
the truck is being loaded and this information will be stored on the USPS server database.
The postal packages will be available for instantaneous retrieval of package tracking
information and the pre-loaded inventory will be available for scheduling and navigating
the same-day delivery orders as well as package tracking. Upon each scan, the database
will be updated so that up-to-date information will be available for all packages at all
times. This feature will allow USPS to satisfy the demand for real-time package tracking
and will provide additional guarantees for the service provided. In particular, the RFIDs
will be a novel way to provide up-to-the-minute package tracking information and
approximate time of delivery based on the route of the particular truck delivering the item
and the RFID's readings. The RFIDs also provide effortless scanning of all packages at
the same time and could be used to decrease the chances of a package being lost,
forgotten or misdelivered. When the package leaves the truck for its final delivery, its
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destination address will be matched to the current location of the truck. This tracking
method will provide unique and unmatched reliability and minimize the possibility of
human error in the delivery process.
1.5. Potential Users
The potential users of this system range from any courier, postal service, delivery
establishment or any organization that operates a fleet of vehicles in the world. This
system is sponsored by USPS and is specifically designed to meet particular needs and
challenges that the USPS fleet is facing. Considering the integration of USPS specific
needs in the early design of the system, the first and most prominent user of this system is
the USPS mobile fleet of delivery vehicles. The system is designed and implemented in a
modular fashion to provide for high quality and ease of maintenance, extensions and
modifications. This general design of the system allows various modification of the
system to ensure wider range of possible users and integration opportunities. For
example, the current version of the systems is based on barcode-scanning for package
tracking. However, a simple implementation of a new module, which will scan RFIDs,
could replace the old module and provide for a major hardware upgrade of the system.
2. Design of the System
The design of our systems included many stages of planning and considering
various possible solutions. The first issues were purely hardware problems, such as what
kind of cables should be used and how they should be installed in the truck. Choosing the
hardware was a long process. For example, the navigational display, that would show the
navigational and delivery status of the truck, could have been an out-of-the-box touch
screen display or just a regular LCD display. After numerous discussions and trials, an
already tested but not commercially available and packaged display was chosen for its
brightness and durability. For the main onboard computer we chose the Mocha P4
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(E7042B) patented design of Cappuccino PC (Cappuccino PC, 2003). This particular
choice was based on the size and weight constraints for the equipment used in the USPS
conceptual truck. With a set of hardware in place, the software design and development
started. This process required even longer and harder considerations than the process of
selecting and installing all of the hardware for the system. Without further discussing the
design choices here, the following paragraphs will go over the details of the hardware and
software design and implementation.
2.1. Hardware of the System
The hardware of the navigational and delivery system of the USPS conceptual
truck is comprised of a bright 17-inch LCD display flexibly mounted on the dashboard of
the conceptual truck. The Mocha P4 computer that runs the navigational and delivery
system of the USPS truck communicates with the central USPS server over local 802.1 lb
networks. The hardware installation of the LCD display was performed directly on the
actual conceptual truck provided by USPS (the final output could be seen in Figure la).
The rest of the hardware, including the onboard computer, is portable and easy to deploy
and remove from the truck. A GARMIN GPS II Plus unit (Garmin, 2003) is connected to
the onboard computer through its serial port for global positioning data readings. The
main input device for package delivery and pick-up is a Metrologic MS951 laser barcode
scanner (Appendix B). Figure 1 shows the schematics of the implemented hardware
configuration of the system.
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Figure 1. Schematic representations of the hardware configuration built in the USPS conceptual truck to
accommodate the navigational and delivery system.
a) Mocha P4 (E7042B) onboard mobile computer (Cappuccino PC, 2003)
b) Standard Dual 12V Battery Supply part of the USPS conceptual truck
c) Lucent Technologies, Orinoco Gold Wireless LAN PCMCI card.
d) Metrologic MS951 laser Scanner (Appendix B)
e) 600W (1500w peak) Power Inverter 12V to 1 1OV
f) GARMIN GPS II Plus (Garmin, 2003)
g) USPS server. Running Apache Tomcat Server and SOAP2.2
h) Mounted LCD display
USPS Server
d))
Figure 1 shows the main hardware configuration used for the USPS navigational and
delivery conceptual system. The Mocha computer is the central computational unit
onboard the USPS truck. The main input device is a laser scanner for reading the
barcodes of delivered and picked-up packages. The scanner is connected with the
onboard computer through a standard PSi cable, as an extension of the PS 1-keybord. The
GPS unit is connected to the computer through a serial port and is mainly powered by a
set of four, size AA, batteries (Garmin, 2003.) In the serial implementation of this
system an inexpensive, commercially available, GPS will be integrated in the truck. This
integrated GPS would be identical to the one used in the serial automotive production
lines. The 802.11lb wireless card is plugged into the PCMCI slot of the Mocha computer.
To drive the LCD we use the internal Mocha video card. The power inverter provides 110
Volts for the computer operation and it is directly connected to the truck batteries. High
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voltage supply for the backlight of the LCD comes from a dedicated power inverter
directly connected to the truck's batteries as well.
2.1.1. The LCD Display
The most visually aesthetic point of this system's design is the implementation of
the LCD screen and subsequently the location of the onboard computer. By walking into
the truck the first feature of this project that an observer will note is the location and the
mounting mechanism of the LCD. In short, the realization of the display will provide the
first impression about this project. This is why the display was flexibly mounted on the
dash-board with a mounting bracket that supports the LCD from the bottom. The
mounting bracket allows the screen to be adjusted in two horizontal directions, so that the
visibility could be improved and also to allow easy retraction when the display is not in
use. The mounting bracket is a modified TV stand and supports the display only at its
four sides. This mounting provides the largest possible open surface on the back of the
LCD for cooling. A dedicated cooling system might be needed for extended hours of
operation in extremely warm conditions. Such a cooling system was tested but proved to
be unnecessary in the conceptual vehicle. The LCD screen has an extra bright display
body, provided by Vert Inc., specifically designed to be easily viewable under extremely
bright conditions, like direct sun light. This same display is the building block used in the
Vert's Intelligent Display (VID) technologies that are fitted on the top of taxi cabs (Vert
Inc. 2003) (Figure 2b.) To drive the bare-bone packaged active-matrix LCD display, a
Digital View ltd. AC-1024V3 LCD interface controller (Appendix C) was used. This
controller receives the analog VGA input from the video card of the Mocha P4 computer
and drives the multi-sync active matrix interface. The building of the working LCD
display required a power inverter supplying 2005Vrms for the backlight. The power
inverter is directly connected to the 12V DC array of batteries in the truck. The power
inverter outputs close to 4 kV and is the source for the extreme brightness of the picture
of this display. Figure 2a shows the built system for the LCD display in the USPS
conceptual truck and Figure 2b shows how Vert Inc. builds their VID systems and
mounts them on taxi cabs.
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Figure 2. Implemented systems with the LCD displays provided by Vert Inc.
a) The LCD display implemented and placed on a mounting bracket on the dashboard of the USPS
Conceptual Truck.
b) Vert's Intelligent Display mounted on a taxi cab, showing a superb quality and brightness of the
picture displayed. (Vert Inc. 2003)
a)________4 ~ ~ " 1K . -- Ma
b)
The mounting bracket that supports the LCD screen allows the power inverter and the
small Mocha computer to be attached behind it. The small Mocha computer could also be
placed under the dashboard to decrease the weight on the mounting bracket and allow for
better cooling of the LCD display and the onboard computer.
2.1.2. Package Tracking and Scanning -- Laser Scanner
The choice of a laser scanner was a long discussed issue as it would be the
instrument that all postal workers will use daily. Each package is being scanned multiple
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times on the way to its destination. This scanning allows for accounting and tracking of
all packages. Considering the enormous amount of scans that would be performed on a
daily basis, Professor Ted Selker from the MIT Media Lab, supervisor and leader of this
project, suggested the use of an automated scanning technology. The design of this
technology is based on RFID tagging of all packages. This means that each package will
be labeled with a sticky RFID tag rather than a barcode. The RFID technology have
evolved over the years and now an RFID tag could be printed on any material, including
paper, using organic or non-organic materials for the active diodes. The organic materials
can lower the cost per RFID in mass production to a fraction of a cent. Figure 3 shows
one such RFID produced at Infineon Technologies AG (RFID Journal, 2003.)
Figure 3. Printed transistor for RFID on transparent sheet
During a presentation at MIT, representative from Infineon Technologies AG
demonstrated organic RFID tags printed on paper, aluminum and plastic foil (RFID
Journal, 2003.) Clearly, there is a huge benefit of using the RFID tagging, allowing
wireless scanning of all packages at the same time. Implementation of this system would
decrease the man-hours needed for scanning and also increase the reliability of package
tracking and delivery. During loading of the postal vehicles, all packages will be
scanned-in in the truck and then upon delivery will be checked-out as leaving the truck.
The system will be able to determine at all times the location of a package and whether it
is being delivered to the designated destination. Imagine a package is being stolen or just
falls out of a truck this will lead to instantaneous detection and increased possibility of
recovery. The detection (scanning) of RFID is done by a device called reader that beams
a short range radio signal. This radio signal induces electricity in the RFID and transmits
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some information back to the reader. The information transmitted could be identical to
the numeric barcodes currently used. This technology is extremely promising and this is
why the design of our system is modular to allow for any kind of a scanning device to be
ported to the system. USPS currently operates a proprietary system, developed by
Motorola, that uses specialized scanning units. These units are the most economically
feasible scanning device for the production deployment of the USPS navigational and
delivery system. For the purpose of testing and demonstrating the system, a Metrologic
MS951 laser Scanner (see Appendix B) is installed and used for data acquisition.
2.1.3. Positioning System
To provide realistic navigation at all times, our system requires a global
positioning technology that provides information about the coordinates of the vehicle.
The current implementation of the system includes a GARMIN GPS II Plus (Garmin,
2003) (Figure If.) This GPS provides location information to the Microsoft MapPoint
2002 software and also to the USPS server where package deliveries and truck locations
data are stored. This location data is used in three main features of the system --
optimizing the routes of the trucks, locating trucks for same-day delivery orders by the
central USPS server and double-checking the accurate package deliveries. The
optimization of the truck route is based on the current location and the delivery objectives
of the truck; in addition, the route optimization is based on the updated map information
received from the USPS server. The information about the position of the truck, together
with each truck's unique ID, will be constantly transmitted to the central USPS server,
thus the server will have a realistic map of the location of all delivery vehicles. Based on
this location map and the known pre-loaded inventory on each truck, the USPS server
will be able to schedule the same-day delivery orders among the trucks and alert each
driver when new orders arrive. The known locations of all trucks will also allow the
USPS to help in emergencies and other community services. The third feature that uses
the location information received from the GPS unit on board of each truck is to double-
check whether each delivered package is delivered to its designated destination. This
check is based on the bi-directional database of valid addresses and geographical points
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that USPS maintains and uses in the daily mail delivery. A similar, but not as detailed and
up-to-date database, is available in the MP2002 software.
Although the current positioning system is based on a GPS device, there are other
alternatives to determine the location of each truck at all times. One of them is a schema
based on the wireless 802.1 lb routers that the truck uses to connect to the Internet. Based
on Media Access Control (MAC) addresses of these routers, the current location of the
trucks could be determined. This project, by itself, is a profound one and on-going
research will determine how successful it will be in the future. Another possible solution
is to use the knowledge of each truck's driver. This schema will assume that the driver
knows where he is and will deliver most packages to their right location. Then, every
time he scans a package for delivery the system will know where the truck is based on the
delivery address of this package. This approach is not perfect but provides frequent
enough updates for scheduling the same-day delivery options. In addition, this approach
does not require additional hardware or actions taken by the driver to determine the
location of the truck. Without further discussing possible positioning system in this
thesis, I will just mention that a simple inexpensive commercial GPS receiver will be
enough for the mass deployment of this system.
2.1.4. Wireless 802.11 b Network Connectivity
The wireless Internet network is the main communication line between the
conceptual truck and the central USPS server. In the current design the Internet
connectivity, will be through the open local 802.11 b networks that are already installed
and in use in most administrative and private buildings. The 802.1 lb wireless networks
usually have a range of 250 meters. This range is sufficient to cover all streets around
buildings, having wireless access, where the delivery vehicle will be passing through. A
research vehicle was driven around Boston and Cambridge, Massachusetts to randomly
monitor the wireless coverage, and showed that the open 802.1 lb wireless coverage is
rather thick. More specifically, while driving one can find a local 802.1 lb network on at
least every block. It is important to note that the design will not require a continuous
coverage but will actively detect open local networks and connect to the USPS server to
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receive updates. Open networks are private or business owned wireless networks that can
be used by anyone who has a computer and a wireless card, capable of sending and
receiving 802.1 lb packages, within the range of the wireless transmitter. Such
transmitters are often used in private homes and most businesses to provide wireless
connectivity in and around buildings. This paper will not further deal with the availability
of the 802.1 lb networks or other specific network topologies that are suitable for the
USPS system, as the main concentration of this thesis is the implementation of a working
navigational and delivery mobile office system. This system requires the use of some
kind of wireless network connectivity. The 802.1 lb network is just one of the most
prominent and popular possible implementations for the wireless network used in the
USPS system. In addition, the USPS trucks can use the new national high-speed wireless
Internet network, announced for deployment by Cometa Networks, a new cooperation
company of AT&T, IBM and Intel (The New York Times, December 2002.) According
to the company, there will be "secure Internet access within either a five-minute walk in
downtown areas or a five-minute drive in outside areas" (Cometa Networks, January
2003.) This solution will allow the USPS trucks to be able to connect often to the main
server, and update their navigational and delivery system as well as to provide real-time
package tracking information. For performing office tasks, like video-conferencing or
any task that requires streaming data transfer, we assume that the truck will be stationary
at a point where reliable network coverage is available. This requirement is also a safety
requirement concerning the attention and concentration of the postal worker while
driving.
In the current implementation of the system, the onboard computer (Figure la)
connects to the open wireless networks using a wireless PCMCI card using the "Wi-Fi"
standard. The "Wi-Fi Alliance is ... [an] international association to certify
interoperability of wireless Local Area Network products based on IEEE 802.11
specification" (Wi-Fi Alliance, 2003.) These international specifications provide for the
ease of access to open wireless 802.1 lb networks. The particular PCMCI wireless card
used in this system is shown in Figure Ic.)
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2.1.5. Onboard Computer and Central Server
For the testing purposes of this system, two computers are needed: an onboard
computer for the conceptual truck and a testing USPS server. The onboard computer
(Figure la) will not perform computationally intensive calculations but will mainly
display information received from the central USPS server. This specification will only
require a small and not very expensive computer to be installed in each truck. The cost of
the computer and all needed peripherals including the laser scanner, wireless card and
display, would cost no more than one thousand dollars, which is a good price in
comparison to the UPS DIAD, which costs in the range of one thousand five hundred
dollars. The price for the DIAD device is obtained from a UPS delivery person and is not
officially confirmed.
2.2. Goals of the Software System
The software for the navigational and delivery USPS system is a flexible and
extendible product for facilitating various services. This modularity of the system is the
key component allowing for advancing the technology used and upgrading both the
software and the hardware of the system. The development is done mainly in Java 1.4 as
it provides good grounds for web-services development and reliable security packages for
authentication and authorization of two or more parties communication over the Internet.
Each truck will be running the customized client software (the mobile navigational and
delivery office software), which will be initialized with the truck's unique ID. The unique
ID is used in the authentication of the trucks and also to provide each truck with the
ability to receive personalized information for their route, status and any real-time orders
and information. The goal of the system is to aid the driver, with minimum interference
in the everyday delivery process.
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2.2.1. Major Parts and Inter-System Communication
The two major parts of the navigational and delivery system - the server and the
onboard computer, communicate in a star type of a network, sketched on Figure 4.
Figure 4. A star network model with seven end nodes (mobile trucks) and a central USPS server
USPS Server
Figure 4 shows the star network consisting of a central node and seven end nodes. The
number of nodes is a variable and does not have a set maximum. All communication
links (the lines in the figure) are based on the open wireless network as already discussed.
The center of the star-network is the USPS server and each node of the network is a
delivery truck running the mobile navigational and delivery system. The server could
handle the communication between the trucks, if such communication is needed. There is
no need to add additional communication links and computational tasks on the mobile
nodes (truck) for end node to end node direct communication. Such an additional burden
on the mobile nodes will increase the computational needs, which will increase the
minimal requirements for the onboard computer. The star network creates a single point
of failure possibility at the central server and it could also be the bottleneck of the system.
To overcome these limitations, the requirements for the USPS server should be extremely
rigid. The server should be replicated and backed up at all times to guarantee reliability
and availability at all times.
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2.2.2. The Server Software
This thesis does not go into the details of building the actual central server for the
USPS navigational and delivery system but highlights the technology and a test server for
the system. The actual server and choice of technology will be based on USPS specific
cost and benefit analysis. The USPS server side shown on Figure ig) and Figure 2, will
run a standard production web server like iPlanet. A web server is a piece of software,
running on a dedicated machine, called server, that is constantly connected to a network,
in our case to the Internet. This server has a particular network address and other
applications or computers, connected to this same network, can communicate with it
based on its address. The USPS server will be able to securely authenticate and
communicate with all mobile trucks and perform various updates and requests. This same
server will receive all updates about package deliveries, truck locations and
miscellaneous information from all mobile nodes. For the testing purposes of the system,
the server uses the free Apache Tomcat web server (Apache Software Foundation, 1999-
2003), since it is fast, extremely flexible and provides the same functionality as the
commercial iPlanet server, at no cost. The free Apache Tomcat server can be used as a
production server as well, in the case that it is finely tuned on a regular basis. The actual
communication between the server and the mobile nodes will be encrypted using Secure
Sockets Layer (SSL) connection. The protocol to transfer the data between the central
server and the delivery trucks is the Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP). SOAP
accommodates for the possibility of various wireless networks usage. "SOAP is a
lightweight protocol for exchange of information in a decentralized, distributed
environment." (Don Box et al., May 2000) This is a very general protocol that allows the
creation of web-services and communication between a running server and any number
of mobile or static users. The protocol provides a wide variety of extensions, so that any
kind of data packages could be transmitted between the server and the USPS trucks. This
allows the system to be extended on demand. For example, one of the future ideas is to
transfer still images, taken from the six cameras installed on the truck, back to the server
in case of accidents or emergencies. Those images could be used by the authorities to
coordinate actions and provide specific help when and where needed.
The Java programming language has built-in libraries for development, based on
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SOAP calls. Both the creation of the SOAP based web-services and the SOAP based calls
to these web-services, is embedded in Java and this is one of the reasons Java is the
language of choice for this system.
2.2.3. Onboard Software
The mobile side of this system is a USPS-specific customized software product
build with Java 1.4. The Operating System (OS) independent nature of Java, allows the
USPS trucks to exchange or even run different types of systems simultaneously. The only
requirement for the onboard computers is capability to run the Java Virtual Machine
(JVM) to compile the software. The actual development was done using the Sun ONE
Studio 4 update 1, Community Edition environment running the Java 1.4.1_02 version,
which is the latest Java 1.4 release. Other applications that were used and directly
embodied in the development of the software were Microsoft MapPoint 2002 and J-
Integra@ 1.5.5 (Intrinsyc Software, 2003.) These applications will be discussed later in
this work in more details together with the modules they supplement. The onboard
system is primarily designed to navigate and track the mail delivery process in each
truck. The main features are real-time tracking of all packages and aiding in their prompt
and reliable delivery. Additional societal function of USPS can be added to the system
with little or no changes in the software at all. These additional features will mainly
emphasize on alerting the driver of the truck for a particular societal task he would need
to perform at a particular location. All alerts and information that the driver receives are
constructed and scheduled on the USPS server side and then transmitted to the particular
truck and displayed on his onboard computer.
3. Features of the Software System
The navigational and delivery system for the USPS conceptual truck has five
main features, which are picked based on their significance and impact in the postal
delivery process. Those features are: health of the truck, package tracking, navigational
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map, office mode and sensors. Each of these features is targeting one or more of the goals
of the USPS conceptual truck, mainly -- efficiency, safety and services. The health of the
truck feature is mainly aiming at the safety and efficiency issues as it monitors all
hardware and software systems in the truck and provides a general view of how "healthy"
the truck is. Once the overall status or "health" of the truck drops below certain point, a
mandatory maintenance service would be required for this particular truck. The sensors
of the truck are the main data source for computing the overall "health" of the truck.
These sensors also contribute to the general safety features of the truck. The most critical
sensor-readings are displayed at all times in a dedicated frame on the screen for the driver
to observe. Package tracking is one of the most important features that impact the
efficiencies and the service provided by USPS. Package tracking provides real-time
information on the location and status of all packages in the system. This feature is a high
consumer priority feature and thus receives a lot of attention in the conceptual delivery
system. The navigational map enhances the efficiency of the mail delivery and the
possibilities for new services. In addition, the navigational map can alert for possible
accidents or extreme road conditions and thus ensures the safety of the postal driver. The
following paragraphs will further explain the details and benefits of the main features
mentioned here.
3.1. Health of the Truck
The "health" of the truck is an idea that ensures that the truck is in acceptable
operating condition at all times. The onboard software system receives readings from all
sensors in the truck and then, based on a pre-determined function of these readings,
determines the overall "health" of the truck. The software also checks the readings
received against a compliance table with acceptable safe operational values. If any
reading is determined to be out of the safe operational range, an alert is issued to both the
driver and the central USPS server. Once an alert is received, the truck might be
automatically removed from the operational fleet by not allowing it to start the engine
again until a maintenance crew removes the alert. This blockage of the engine or
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automated activation of the emergency brake could be controlled by the central USPS
server or the driver, once the engine is not running or once a manual control is activated.
The specific logistic of such procedures will be cleared in the future but the main
outcome is that the central USPS server and the driver are both alerted of any occurring
problems to allow for their prompt resolution. It is obvious that this feature is highly
effective in increasing the safety of the truck and the efficiency in recovering from
possible brake downs of trucks. Figure 5 shows what the indicator for the "health" of the
truck looks like. The indicator has an image of a USPS delivery truck that has smiling,
sad or neutral face and a scale, indicating the "health" of truck.
Figure 5. The indicator for the "health" of the truck as seen by the driver
The picture above is the exact copy of what the driver sees, concerning the health of the
truck. This particular view is showing the truck in mediocre "health". Based on this
information the driver can obtain more details about the sensors' readings and what are
the inputs for the current health of the truck. This same information could also be used
for maintenance of the truck and for fixing particular problems. The detailed information
about the "health" of the truck is only accessible from the truck when it is not running or
is in office mode. This requirement is necessary to assure that the driver cannot be
distracted while driving. The central USPS server can also read all sensors at any time
upon request.
3.2. Package Tracking
Real-time package tracking is one of the main requirements for this system. As
already discussed, the real-time package tracking will match USPS's customer needs and
the service provided by other package delivery companies. The real-time package
tracking provides extra security for the customers. The availability of the information of
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where a package is and approximately when it is going to arrive at its final destination
allows customers to double-check the progress of the delivered item and to make sure
there is no confusion to where this package is going. In the process of package tracking,
each package gets a unique identification which is stored in a central database together
with specific delivery information. As discussed earlier in this paper, the identification of
the package could be by barcode, RFID or some other media. As the package is being
handled during the delivery process, the ID of the package is scanned and the delivery
status of the package is updated in the database together with the location and time of the
scan details. Interface to this database is provided to all customers to check the status on
their packages as often as they like. As USPS already has a reliable and accessible
database for package tracking, this system will only provide the possibility to update the
information in this database in real-time rather than updating it daily. Recording the
barcodes of all packages in a truck, as they are being processed, allows their tracking
information to be updated in real-time on the USPS server. As discussed in section 2.1.2.
Package Tracking and Scanning -- Laser Scanner, the method for scanning the packages
could vary. Independent of the type of scanning device, the information about all
packages is recorded and transmitted to ensure real-time server updates.
3.3. Navigational and Delivery Map
The navigational map is the main feature displayed to the driver. The map shows
the current position and direction of the truck as well as detailed information about the
surrounding road-map and conditions. The map also displays the route that the truck
should follow. This suggested route is dynamically updated, based on road-condition
updates, the location of the truck and any new tasks added to the delivery route of the
truck. All information for updating the map is received from the central server with
exception for the current position of the truck, which is based on the onboard positioning
system as described in chapter 2.1.3. Positioning System. The Microsoft MapPoint 2002
software performs the optimal route calculations as well as the graphical representation of
the navigational map. The positioning system readings are directly inputted into the map
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as parameters. All the calls to the map software are external and coordinated by the
navigational and delivery software, as well as the USPS central server. All of the updates
to the map are stored at the onboard computer and the USPS server to create a
customized realistic map of the road conditions at all times. This map could be used for
additional USPS services like traffic watch systems in rural areas. To provide efficient
mail delivery, the map lists the next drop-off or pick-up locations for the carrier. Next to
the scheduled stops, the driver can see a description of the items he is supposed to deliver
or pick up. The map will also alert the driver if he leaves a location without delivering all
items designated to this location, assuming all packages are tagged and identifiable by the
system. This feature ensures that all items for a particular address are delivered while the
truck is there. Figure 6 shows a snap-shot of the navigational area of the running delivery
and navigational system deployed in the USPS conceptual truck.
Figure 6. The navigational and delivery information area for the
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The picture above shows only the actual navigational map area of the system. The
location of the truck is shown as a small truck on the map. The thick green line is the
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currently calculated optimal path. The numbers on the green route are pre-determined
pick-up locations that are part of the every day route of this truck. The picture also shows
extra locations for community services to be performed by the driver of the truck.
3.4. Office Mode
The office mode has nothing to do with the delivery and is just an extension of the
system that is not presented in this thesis in details as we concentrate on the delivery and
navigational system. In brief, the office mode allows the driver to communicate with his
managers and to complete paperwork. The actual specifics of the tasks that are to be
performed during office mode will be determined upon the complete implementation of
the system as USPS have not provided any particular requirements. The only interesting
feature of the office mode is that it will be triggered only when the truck is stationary. It
will require wireless network coverage for video conferencing and submission of data.
The current implementation of a sample office mode has the Adobe Acrobat tools and the
Microsoft Office tools for word processing solution for completing postal paperwork
from the mobile office. These commercially available packages are accessed in the same
way the Microsoft Map Point 2002 software is accessed from the mobile navigational and
delivery USPS system.
3.5. Sensors
The sensors in the conceptual truck are extremely important for the safety of the
truck. The "health" of the truck is mainly based on sensor readings. All sensors will be
connected to a converter and the converter to the onboard computer. The function of the
converter is to collect the data from all sensors and direct it onto a single connection to
the onboard computer. The onboard computer will interpret the data, calculate the overall
"health" of the truck and display the results. The onboard computer receives all sensorial
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data through a sensor interface, as described in section 4.7. TruckHealth and Sensors
Interface. Information about the "health" of the truck is also stored on the central USPS
server for future references during maintenance. Most modem vehicles come with a
multi-layered network of sensors and a microcomputer to monitor their readings and
performance. Similar networks could connect to the sensors' interface of the USPS
navigational and delivery system, as described in section 4.7. TruckHealth and Sensors
Interface. A standard automotive multi-layer network, called Controller Area Network
(CAN), is used as a standard for the engine management, the electronics controls, cooling
and lighting systems and various sensors in automobiles by most European and US
carmakers. "CAN is a serial bus system especially suited to interconnect smart devices to
build smart systems or sub-systems." (CiA), December, 2002.) CAN allows for any
number and any kind of sensors to be connected in a sensorial sub-system. This sub-
system will be using the CAN microcontroller and will write all of its data to the CAN
system bus. The conceptual truck's onboard computer could obtain the sensorial data
directly from the standardized CAN's interfaces. CAN is a system that promises to be the
standard serial bus system of all motor vehicles. The USPS navigational and delivery
system is not only capable of integrating and using CAN, but also requires that this or
very similar sensorial network is delivering all readings from each truck's sensors.
4. Software Modules and Implementation
This chapter will concentrate on the specifics of the implementation of the
system. First, the general structure and main modules of the system will be presented.
Second, a detailed explanation of these modules functions and implementations will be
discussed. One of the by-products in our system comes directly from the choice of
implementation language -- the system is modular and object oriented, as is any Java
based system. Considering the Java inherited modularity of the system, Figure 7 shows
an overview of the main modules and their interaction as parts of the system.
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Figure 7. Diagram of the main software modules
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The main module is the Graphic User Interface (GUI) which is the facilitator of the bi-
directional communication between the system and the users of the system, in our case
postal delivery personnel. The GUI is actually a container for all the frames displayed to
the truck driver. There are four main frames and each of them concentrates on one or
more specific functions of the system. The main frames are: navigational map (map
frame), health frame, status frame and scan frame. The particular functions and
implementations of these frames are presented in subsequent paragraphs. All
functionality of the system that requires some kind of external input or output operations
is exposed to these external modules through interfaces. The interface structure allows
changing or even using more than one external module or system for the same internal
functionality. For example, the Map Interface connects the external mapping software to
the navigational and delivery system, in our case Microsoft MapPoint 2002 is the external
product. The interface allows any other mapping software to take the place of the
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Microsoft MapPoint 2002 or even just to perform only some of the functionality and
supplement the main mapping product. This modularity, provided by the interfaces of the
system allows fast and easy extensions and upgrades of the system, without changing its
internal structure. Figure 7 also shows the main interactions in the system. One can see
that the GUI has a central role as it compiles all the data that is displayed on the screen.
There is no particular direction of the information flow as this system gets inputs from
the user, the sensors, the navigational software, the central server and from internal
computations. The actual information flow is discussed in the following sections that
represent the details and the implementation of each internal and external module of this
system.
4.1. Graphic User Interface (GUI)
The GUI is the module that provides the interactions between the user of the
system and the system itself. The GUI presents to the user what the status of the whole
system is and what is the progress of the mail delivery process and the plan for
subsequent delivery actions. An extension of the GUI provides a verbal representation of
the main delivery and navigational information that the delivery person uses. This
external verbal communication module is not embedded in the current version of the
product, because it is not representative of the innovative functionality of the system. The
verbal communication module is just another possible way to present the data to the
driver. Moreover, some of the mapping navigational systems provide verbal
communication and the USPS system can just be upgraded to such a mapping product
and use its communicational capabilities, rather than cluttering the system with various
external extensions.
The implementation of the GUI is done through Java frames, using the
javax.swing.JFrame class. The actual java file implementing the GUI class is called
JFrameGUI.java and could be found in Appendix A. The javax.swing package provides
"a set of 'lightweight' (all-JavaTM programming language) components that, to the
maximum degree possible, work the same on all platforms."(Sun Java, November 1998.)
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The current implementation of the system has four static frames and additional pop-up
frames for scanning delivered or picked-up packages. The static frames are the building
blocks of the GUI. They are static in a sense that they fill the whole visible area on the
screen. To maintain this integrity of the visible area, which is to maintain the integrity of
the user interface (UI) of this software, all of the static frames are created using the
following procedure:
1 private JFrame createFrame(String name) {
2 JFrame frame = new JFrame(name);
3 frame.setResizable(false);
4
5 if (NoDecoration) {
6 frame.setUndecorated(true);
7 }
8 frame.addWindowListener(new WindowAdaptero {
9 public void windowClosing(WindowEvent e) {
10 closeAllFrameso;
11 }
12
13
14 if (numActFrames++ >= FRAMENUMBER) {
15 System.out.printin("The Maximum Number of active Frames was Exceeded. ");
16 Toolkit.getDefaultToolkit(.beep(;
17 }
18 else {
19 frameArr[numActFrames- 1] = frame;
20 }
21
22 return frame;
23 }
This procedure creates a generic JFrame with a set of specific properties. The first
property is to remove the resizable capabilities of the frame (shown on line 3 of the
procedure.) This property allows the UI of the software to maintain its shape and look
throughout the operation of the software. The initial sizing of all frames is explained
below, in Sizing of the GUI Frames section. The second property of each frame is
determining whether the frame will be decorated or not. The difference between
decorated and non-decorated frames is shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Difference between decorate and non-decorated Java frames
Figure 8 above shows three frames. The first two frames from right-to-left are decorated
using the Windows XP and the Java standard decorations. The third frame uses non-
decorated frame. To determine whether the static frames will be decorated or not, lines 5
through 7 of the createFrameO procedure perform a check whether a global Boolean
parameter is set. The static GUI frames are by default set to non-decorated to create a
uniform single-window look of the GUI.
To guarantee that all frames behave as a single software product, all frames are
connected so that they can be closed at the same time. This behavior is achieved by
creating a common closeAllFrameso procedure that is called upon the window closing event
on any of the static frames. The actual call is embedded into a WindowListener event for
each frame (lines 8 through 12 above.) The closeAllFramesO procedure can also be found
in Appendix A as part of the JFrameGUI.java file.
The createFrame procedure also keeps track of the number of open frames and alerts
the user for possible errors. This is a software internal check that makes sure that a pre-
set global variable for the maximum number of frames is not exceeded. This setting for
the maximum nuber of frames is part of the initialization parameters of this software.
4.1.1. Sizing of the GUI Frames
The actual sizing of all of the static frames is done as part of the initialization
process of the software. The call of the frame-sizing procedure is done before any of the
frames is created to ensure the integrity of the UI. The actual frame sizes are determined
by a stand-alone procedure called calculateFrameSizesO. This procedure can be found in
Appendix A as part of the JFrameGUI.java file. The role of this procedure is to set global
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variables for the sizes and locations of all static frames based on the size of the screen
and internal variables and constraints. The main constraints are the non-vector objects
like static images.
4.2. Frames Implementation
After the layout for the display is calculated in the initialization process of the
system, all frames for the GUI are created by calling the createFrameo procedure discussed
above for each one of them. Once the static JFrames are created, each one of them is
further manipulated to its designated shape, position and function. In addition to the static
frames, which are the building blocks of the look of the GUI, there are pop-up frames that
are temporary frames used to collect or display data. These frames are called scan frames,
as collecting the scanned barcode information is their main function. The detailed
description of the scan frame is presented later in a separate section. Figure 9 shows how
all of the frames are laid out to form the GUI.
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Figure 9. Layout of the static GUI frames and one pop-up frame
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The picture above highlights the four main static frames forming the GUI and a sample of
a scan frame which is a temporary pop-up frame. The pop-frame is the only decorated
frame and it waits for description information of a package to be entered. The map frame
is the biggest frame positioned in the top left corner. The health frame is the frame with
white background and positioned in the bottom left corner. The sensors frame is the
middle bottom frame displaying three sensor readings. The last frame is the status frame,
occupying the whole right side of the GUI. The following paragraphs describe the details
of creations and functions of each frame used in the navigational and delivery USPS
system.
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4.2.1. Map Frame
The map frame is the main navigational and delivery frame. This frame is a static
frame that is visible at all times, as part of the GUI. The background of the map frame is
based on a location map provided by the MP2002 software. The map frame displays an
area map centered at the location of the truck, determined by the navigational system and,
in our case, by the GPS unit. The actual width of this frame is four fifths of the whole
screen and the height is the height of the screen minus the pre-set size of the health frame.
These values for the size are calculated upon initialization of the system. This is the only
frame that directly displays information from an off-the-shelf software product. This
whole frame uses the MP2002 engine to create and display the interactive map. What
actually happens is that MP2002 has ActiveX Controls "specifically designed to facilitate
distribution of components" (Microsoft, March 1999.) "With MapPoint 2002 and the
ActiveX Control, Microsoft offers developers a tool to include maps and location-based
information in their solutions" (Andrews Sandra, August 2001.) The map frame indeed
includes MP2002's map and location-based information into the navigational and
delivery system of the USPS. In addition, on top of the MP2002 map layer, our system
adds USPS specific information about package deliveries and services. What the map
frame provides is all of the information about package delivery and pick-up that the
postal worker might need as well as navigational information and customized information
about various services. All of the information is provided by creating a layer of labels and
information boxes displaying the specific tasks the postal worker should perform.
To access the ActiveX controls and all objects and procedures in MP2002 from
the Java programming language I used a bridge produced by J-Integra® 1.5.5 (Intrinsyc
Software, 2003.) J-Integra provides a pure Java to COM bridge. This bridge allows
accessing COM Objects of MP2002 from our pure Java applications. The specifics are
that for each COM class in MP2002, J-Integra creates a Java class that can access the
corresponding MP2002 COM class. The creation of the Java bridge-classes requires
using the J-Integra@'s com2java tool (Intrinsyc Software, 2003.) This tool creates proxy
classes to access the COM classes of MP2002. The actual proxy classes can be found in
Appendix A section MP2002 Proxy Classes. The following lines of code are from the
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JFrameGUI.java and represent the life cycle of a MappointControl object which is a
MP2002 object.
1 private final mappoint2.MappointControl mpctrl = new mappoint2.MappointControl();
2 mpctrl.setSize(w-map, h-map);
3 frame.getContentPane(.add(mpctrl, BorderLayout.CENTER);
4 mpctrl.openMap("Path to this truck's defeault route");
5
6 mpctrl.closeMapo;
Line 1 of the code calls the MappointControl class, a bridge interface class created by J-
Integra), and creates an instance of a MappointControl object. The mappoint2 is the
package of proxy classes generated by the com2java tool. After the MappointControl
object is created, we can access all functionalities of the MP2002 COM bridged-classes.
Lines 2, 4 and 6 are the basic steps to open, to size and to close a map. Between these
lines one can manipulate the map in any fashion available in MP2002.This includes
finding optimal routes, adding pushpins (delivery objectives) or displaying particular
location information in bubbles around the points of interest. One can go through the
mappoint2 package generated by J-Integra to become familiar with the wide range of
capabilities provided. This package is available in Appendix A MP2002 Proxy Classes.
Using these various operations over an active map allows this navigational and delivery
software for the USPS conceptual truck to be customized for the directions and data
displayed on the map and to create a customized solution from the MP2002 product.
The above paragraph provided an overview of how the navigational and delivery
map in the map frame is created and modified. After the initial map for the map frame is
loaded the map frame can receive any number of updates based on the GPS readings and
server updates and then calls the MappointControl to apply the changes to the active map.
This combination of a stationary off-the-shelf software product and its encapsulation in a
customized constantly updating system provides for the functionalities of the navigational
and delivery map of this USPS custom product.
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4.2.2. Scan Frame
Scan frames are the only type of non-static frames displayed in the GUI. This type
of frame is a pop-up window that appears only when a package is to be scanned. Once the
package is scanned, the frame records the scanned information and closes automatically.
The implementation of this pop-up frame uses a JOptionPane from the javax.swing
package. The actual implementation can be found in Appendix A, the PopUpInput.java.
The procedure called to invoke a pop-frame is getString(String prompt, String frameTitle).
Figure 10 below shows the actual pop-up window that appears when a package is to be
scanned before delivery.
Figure 10. A Scan Frame that appears as a pop-up window to scan the barcode of a package that is being
delivered
MyPlease Scan The Delh/ered Item ....
The actual input for this window comes directly from the laser barcode scanner. After the
barcode is red by the scanner, this automatically closes the pop-up window and the data is
recorded. Based on the barcode scanned, the information about the package
corresponding to this barcode is updated. Simultaneously, the information for the
delivered package appears in the Status Frame, which displays the information for the last
five delivered packages. The scan frame is used in other functions of the navigational and
delivery system in a similar fashion. For example, the pick-up package status uses two
scan frames. The first frame, exactly as the delivery scan frame, reads the barcode of the
package being picked-up. Then a second scan frame is used to input any additional
information about the package that might be needed. Usually, this additional information
is a second barcode that the USPS uses to code the exact destination and type of the
package. The size of the scan frame is determined by the OS running the software and is
based on the size of the text displayed in the frame. In general, we can conclude that the
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function of the scan frame is to collect information from the user and then record this
information for further processing.
4.2.3. Health Frame
The health frame is the static frame that appears at the bottom of the GUI. The
health frame is directly below the map frame and consists of two sub frames - the sensors
frame and the actual health frame or image displaying the "health" of the truck.
4.2.3.1. Actual Health Frame
The actual health frame is positioned in the left-most lower corner of the GUI.
The left part of the health frame displays an image of the USPS postal truck with smiling,
neutral or sad face. Next to the "happy" truck image is a status bar displaying how
healthy the truck is. Figure 10 shows the three main possible states of the health frame.
These states include the images of the truck and the corresponding graphic displays
associated with each "happy" truck picture.
Figure 10. Three basic states of the health frame
a) Smiling face of the USPS truck and status bar,
indicating good health
b) Neutral face of the USPS truck and status bar,
indicating mediocre health
c) Sad face of the USPS truck and status bar,
indicating poor health
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Parts a), b) and c) of the figure above show the three main possible health statuses
displayed in the health frame. By interpolating these images, the health frame can display
additional intermediate values of health status for the truck. One of them is shown on
Figure 5 in the Health of the Truck section. The size of this frame is constrained by the
size of the USPS "happy" truck images which is taken in consideration in the
calculateFrameSizesO procedure executed during initialization. As a static frame the health
frame is created in the JFrameGUI class from the createFrameO procedure and then added
to the visible static GUI. The actual call that builds this frame is called createHealthFrame()
and can be found in Appendix A JFrameGUI.java
4.2.3.1 Sensors Frame
The sensor frame is another static frame that displays information about the health
of the truck. This frame is a container for all sensors readings. The frame monitors
whether any of the sensors are beyond a critical point and then displays the readings and
the information about particular sensors. Various numbers of sensors can be displayed
simultaneously. An initial setup can determine which, if any, sensor's readings will be
constantly displayed. For example, the laser barcode scanner is considered sensor reading
and thus this frame can display the current package information details. In addition, the
sensor frame can be set up to display readings from the onboard GPS unit translated to
driving directions and details about the next delivery task. The actual setup of this frame
will be determined when all needed sensors are installed and a decision is made on how
critical each one of them is.
4.2.4. Status Frame
The status frame is the last building block of the static GUI look. The position of
the status frame is in the right side of the display. The status frame displays delivery
specific information. In particular, it monitors the DeliveryAndPackageStatus module (see
Figure 7 of the main software modules) which holds the local information about all
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packages in the process of being delivered and all packages already delivered. This
module also keeps track of the percentage of the daily mail delivered. This information is
displayed on the screen to inform the drivers about the progress of their daily mail
delivery tasks. The DeliveryAndPackageStatus class keeps a java.util.HashMap with all
packages that were processed by this delivery truck during the day and their status. There
are also daily counters for the number of delivered, picked-up and packages in the
process of delivery. This information provides constant updates about the daily progress
of the mail delivery. The java procedure below highlights the general steps for creating
the status frame.
1 protected JFrame createStatusFrameo {
2 JFrame frame = createFrame("Status Frame");
3
4 MenuHandler menuHandler = new MenuHandlero;
5 JMenuBar menuBar = menuHandler.CreateJMenuBaro;
6 frame. setJMenuBar(menuBar);
7
8 JScrollPane scrollpane = getTableColunmo.tableColumn.getJSP(w-statf, 100);
9 contentPane.add(scrollpane);
10
11 JSeparatorjsep = new JSeparator(;
12 contentPane.add(jsep);
13
14 JLabel text = new JLabel("% Of Mail Delivered");
15 contentPane.add(text);
16
17 statusprogressBar- ProgressBar.GetProgressBar(JProgressBar.HORIZONTAL);
18 contentPane.add(statusprogressBar);
19
20 JSeparatorjsep2 = new JSeparatoro;
21 contentPane.add(jsep2);
22
23 ImageIcon uspsLogo = new Imagelcon("../images/uspsLogo.gif', "");
24 JLabel labell = new JLabel("Produced for USPS",uspsLogo, JL abel.CENTER);
25 label 1 .setVerticalTextPosition(JLabel.TOP);
26 label 1 .setHorizontalTextPosition(JLabel.CENTER);
27 contentPane.add(label 1);
28
29 frame.pack(;
30 frame.setSize(w-statf, h-statf);
31 frame.setVisible(true);
32 return frame;
33 }
The above procedure, createStatusFrameo is part of the JFrameGUI.java file. The full
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procedure can be seen in Appendix A. The procedure presented above omits most of the
minute details due to space limitation. The createStatusFrameo, as all static frames which are
part of the GUI starts by calling createFrame("Some Frame") procedure, described in the
beginning of section 4.].Graphic User Interface (GUI). This call, on line 2, creates a
generic empty static frame for the GUI. The next step in the creation of the status frame is
the generation and addition of a MenuBar. This is shown in lines 4 through 6. The
MenuBar is created in the MenuHandler class by calling its CreateJMenuBar() procedure on
line 5. The implementation of the MenuHandler class is available in Appendix A for
reference. The function of the MenuBar is to provide for the ability to call various
functions like scanning new items, adding their descriptions and also customizing the
GUI. This is the only MenuBar in the GUI and it provides a small number of functions
and settings for the navigational and delivery USPS system. This is the only way to
modify and customize the software, while it is running. Future testing might lead to the
conclusion that this MenuBar should not be available as part of the active delivery GUI.
After the MenuBar is added to the status frame, lines 8 and 9 create a table for displaying
the status of the last five delivered and picked-up packages. This table is created in a
class called TableColumn, which is also available in Appendix A. The settings for the
table could be adjusted to display the history of more than 5 items. The table allows
obtaining more detailed information about the status of the displayed packages by
clicking on the particular item. Lines 11, 12, 20 and 21 just add frame separators to
localize the different functions displayed in the status frame. Lines 14 through 18 create a
textual input using a JLabel and a progress bar that displays the percentage of the daily
mail delivered so far. The progress bar creation is done by calling the ProgressBar class
(see Appendix A) and then the value of this progress bar is updated by calling an internal
procedure setSPB(newyValue). As discussed before, this new value is calculated in the
DeliveryAndPackageStatus class by calling its percentageDelivered( method. Finally, the
status frame displays the logo of USPS which is loaded from a .gif file and then added to
a JMabel to be displayed in the status frame. This is shown in lines 23 through 27. The
rest of the procedure shown sets the size of the status frame, makes it visible and returns
the frame to the caller of the procedure.
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4.3. SOAP Communication Interface
The SOAP communication interface provides the Internet data channels between
the central USPS server and the mobile system. The interface uses the SOAP protocol,
which was already mentioned in section 2.2.2.The Server Software. The SOAP
communication interface is the place where all requests and updates to the USPS central
server are conducted. The truck first authenticates to the server using his unique truck ID.
After the truck is authenticated, all of the information that was stored after the previous
update gets sent to the central USPS server. Once all updates are confirmed to be
received by the central server, the truck receives all new updates needed for the USPS
navigational and delivery system. The SOAP calls are Remote Procedure Calls (RPC)
generated from the Java org.apache.soap package. This package is an extension of Java
that supports the SOAP communication. This same package should be running on the
central USPS server to guarantee that the RPCs are formed by the strict specification of
SOAP and thus the two parties will be able to communicate. The following code
demonstrates how a SOAP call is invoked to retrieve information from the USPS central
server.
1 // Build the Call object
2 org.apache.soap.rpc.Call call = new org.apache.soap.rpc.Call(;
3 call.setTargetObjectURI("urn:USPS truckserver");
4 call.setMethodName("getUpdates");
5 call.setEncodingStyleURI(Constants.NSURISOAPENC);
6
7 // Set up parameters
8 Vector params = new Vector();
9 params.addElement(new Parameter("TRUCKID ", String.class, TRUCKID, null));
params.addElement(new Parameter("typeOfUpdatesRequested ", String.class,
10 typeOflJpdatesRequested, null));
11 call.setParams(params);
12
13 / Invoke the call
14 org.apache.soap.rpc.Response response;
15 response = call.invoke(url, "");
16
17 //Read the response
18 Parameter returnValue = response.getRetumValue(;
The first step of creating a SOAP RPC is to build the SOAP call by creating a new
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org.apache.soap.rpc.Call() on line 1. After the call is created, there are some mandatory
parameters that need to be set. Line 3 specifies the name of the SOAP service running on
the server. This service name in our case is urn:USPStruckserver, the urn: identifies that
this is indeed SOAP service. All SOAP services' names begin with the urn: identifier.
This service name is provided by the server side administration and is determined upon
deployment of the service. The actual service is a class that the USPS central server runs
and this class can perform particular services and calculations. This class can have a
number of methods that are declared as accessible through the SOAP service. In the code
example above, the method requested is passed as a parameter to the call object in line 4.
The name of the method requested from the urn:USPStruckserver service is getUpdates. This
method is part of the USPStruckserver class deployed on the USPS central server and will
return all of the updates designated to the truck requesting the updates (the truck making
the SOAP RPC). Line 5 determines what kind of encoding will be used to transfer the
input and output parameters of the SOAP RPC. The next step is to add the input
parameters to the call object. In our case, there are two parameters added on lines 9
through 11. The input parameters are TRUCKID and typeOfUpdatesRequested. These
parameters will be added to the SOAP RPC and passed to the getUpdates method of the
USPStruckserver class running on the USPS server and a Java object with all updates
requested by a truck with the specified TRUCKID will be returned as in an
org.apache.soap.rpc.Response. This response is received after the invocation of the
SOAP call in line 15. The invocation of the call requires specifying the network address
of the USPS server, which is passed in the url parameter on line 15. The network address
is a static address that is embedded in the settings of the system. After the response is
received it is parsed and all updates are used to update the onboard navigational and
delivery system of the truck. This process, although seemingly long and complicated,
takes just a fraction of a second for a reasonable size request. The actual set of the SOAP
call is a mechanical process and is easily automated for a sequence of calls.
The parameters needed for the creation of the SOAP call, like the server address,
the name of the SOAP service and all possible method invocations, are provided by the
server side administration in a well-structured .wsdl file (WSDL). To automate the
process of SOAP call creation, a WSDL2Java utility is provided in the org.apache.axis
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package that "transforms WSDL documents into Java interfaces ... and then invokes the
rmi2soap compiler to generate SOAP stubs and skeletons" (SilverStream Software, Inc.,
2001-2001.) The SOAP stubs and skeletons are accessed from the Java interfaces created
and to perform the actual SOAP call, one need only to call the interface of choice and
pass on the required parameters. This utility allows the process of creating SOAP RPCs
to be automated.
4.5. Barcode-scanning Interface
The barcode-scanning interface provides flexibility to change the type of scanning
device used in the system. In addition, it is possible to have more than one type of
scanning device operated in different locations without changing a line of code in the
navigational and delivery system. The interface could be implemented by as many
scanning devices or techniques as needed. For example, the future integration of the
RFID scanning technology in the system could easily be added as a parallel scanning
technique while it is being tested and tuned for full production scale. The implementation
of an additional scanning class, which reads barcodes in some fashion, requires only that
these classes send the obtained barcodes directly into the DeliveryAndPackageStatus
class. In fact, the only implemented procedure that is mandatory is thisNewClass.getString()
and a call to this method should return a valid barcode obtained by this new class. This
method is called as part of the MenuHandler class, which then updates the HashTables
for all packages in the DeliveryAndPackageStatus class. Both classes can be found in
Appendix A.
4.6. Map Interface
The map interface provides for the interconnectivity between the navigational and
delivery USPS system and the off-the-shelf mapping product used in the map frame of
the system. In this implementation of the system, as discussed in section 4.2.].Map
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Frame, MP2002 is the external mapping product and its interface is created through J-
Integra. The actual interface class is the IMappointCtrl interface part of the mappoint2
package created by J-Integra and available in Appendix A. The class that implements the
IMappointCtrl interface is the MappointControl class in the mapoint2 package, discussed
in section 4.2.1.Map Frame. To change the mapping software used in the USPS system,
one needs to guarantee that the new mapping software has comparable functionalities and
should build a new class similar to the MappointControl class that implements the
IMappointCtrl interface and connects to the new mapping software. The new mapping
software might be based on totally different technology and not use ActiveX controls and
J-Integra as a bridge.
4.7. Truck Health and Sensors Interface
The truck health and sensors interface is the collection box for all sensorial
readings in the truck. This interface was designed and created with the purpose for any
number of sensors and their inputs to be included as part of the system. The intended use
is that an internal network will connect all sensors and then package their information for
the onboard computer. The actual specifications and complexity of this sensorial network
are to be designed and implemented by knowledgeable entities in this field. The
prominent and widely used CAN automotive serial bus system, described in section 3.5.
Sensors, is the best solution for the sensorial network implementation in the USPS
system. The inputs from this network will be received from the truck's health and sensors
interface for compilation of the data. As already discussed in the section 3. 1.Health of the
Truck, all sensorial data is being stored for future maintenance and also used to calculate
the overall "health" of the truck and to update the central USPS server with information
about the status of the truck. The GPS readings are the only sensorial readings currently
received by the navigational and delivery software system. After the network for the
sensors is ported to the truck's new onboard computer system, the GPS readings will
come as part of the data received from the sensors converter as described in section 3.5
Sensors. Nevertheless, the design and implementation of the software maintains the truck
health and sensors interface to allow for connectivity between the software system and
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any future modifications of the network of sensors.
5. Initialization of the System
The flawless operation of the system requires a proper initialization of the system.
The standard operation of the system is set up as a continuously running central USPS
server and many mobile navigational and delivery systems connect and disconnect to the
central server. The initialization of the server requires that all software and hardware on
the server side is implemented and connected. This includes the deployment and
distributing specifications of all possible web-services that the mobile trucks will access
using the server specifications in .wsdl created. The details of this process are provided in
section 4.3 SOAP Communication Interface. Having a running server available, each
truck will theoretically initialize its mobile navigational and delivery system before
leaving the docking postal station. This initialization allows all necessary updates to the
system to be made while reliable wireless connection is available. During this
initialization process, the download of large software and database updates could be
conducted. For example, the most recently updated roadmap information will be updated
and stored on the onboard computer. During operation, only small packages with new
updates of the map will be received by the truck. This requirement for a reliable wireless
connection during initialization is not mandatory but decreases the traffic-load on the
open wireless 802.1 lb networks and the time required for the onboard system to have a
fully updated information database.
The particular steps needed to start the initialization of the current implementation
of the system, require to compile the Java source code and to simply execute the
JFrameGUI class with no additional parameters. A compiled package is also available
but this package is not platform independent. Details for obtaining this package could be
found in Appendix A. The compilation and execution of the actual code of the system
guarantees the successful operation of the system on any OS running the Java Virtual
Machine. A .jar file containing all Java classes, internal packages and media files used in
the software system is also available for the distribution of the system (see Appendix A).
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The only additional requirement is that the computer running the navigational and
delivery software needs to have the MP2002 software installed, which is the only external
software package used in this implementation. The J-Integra bridge, used to connect to
the MP2002, is included in the .jar file for convenience. Appendix A provides
information how to obtain the .jar file and all documentation for the latest release of the
USPS navigational and delivery system.
6. System Usability and Field Testing
To ensure that the system is designed and implemented in a useful and
approachable manner, a series of tests are needed. To conduct any kind of field testing of
the implemented system, it needs to pass through USPS' engineering teams. Then USPS
should mandate a possible field testing of the system. Unfortunately, the conceptual
USPS truck is a mobile laboratory and is rapidly changing which has not yet allowed the
whole vehicle to go through the engineering evaluation process of USPS. In addition, as
the USPS conceptual truck is property of the government there are very strict regulations
on who can drive the truck. It is considered a felony for someone other than a USPS
employee, with a valid license for this particular type of truck, to operate this conceptual
or any of the USPS's fleet trucks. These limitations have prevented the planned field
testing of the system to take place so far. The only realistic testing of the system was
done by a postal worker who was responsible for the transportation of the conceptual
vehicle around Cambridge, Massachusetts for various demonstration sessions. The input
received from him was very helpful and led to some changes in the GUI design and the
functionality of the system in the implementation stages of the project. According to him,
the system is easy to understand and manageable to operate. To actually receive
statistically significant results a broader study is considered in the near future. The results
of this and future studies will be available on the project website (see Appendix A.) Input
from full-time postal delivery drivers was received in the very early stages of the design
to obtain their objectives and particular needs. All features of the currently implemented
system are coordinated with USPS postal workers and officials to guarantee optimal
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performance and value from the system provided.
Usability testing of the system is of an extreme importance before moving the
system into any kind of production state. The usability testing will provide the fine details
for the GUI layout and the input devices used by the system. This testing will provide
valuable feedback on how easy it is to understand and use the system. In addition, the
tests will also provide more ideas of what should be added to or removed from the system
to make it more efficient and productive. The users of this system are the USPS truck
drivers and their daily experience with the system will determine its benefits in the future.
7. Future Work and Extensions
There are many possible extensions to this system and some of them are
highlighted in the paragraphs below. A possible future extension of this system is the
implementation of the system in a programming language like Visual Basic that directly
supports ActiveX controls. This will remove the need of J-Integra like technology to
bridge the COM components into Java.
7.1 Voice Activated Commands and Directions
Safety considerations might require that future releases of the navigational and
delivery software for USPS include voice activated controls and verbal announcements of
driving and delivery information to the postal worker. The speech recognition module
might be an external product ported to the system in a fashion similar to the way the
MP2002 software is. Such a module might be required to allow the driver to receive all
necessary information in a verbal form rather than by looking at the LCD display. This
extension to the communication capabilities of the system will allow the driver not to lose
sight of the road while he is driving. In addition, verbal communication between the
system and the driver will provide more mobility and efficiency of the delivery personnel
using the system.
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7.2. Opportunistic Mobile 802.11b Wireless Network Collection
A very promising extension of the USPS system is to harvest the open 802.1 lb
wireless networks. Based on the pattern and the data from the usage of the open networks
a real-time aerial wireless coverage map could be created. Building such a state-of-the-art
system that harvests open 802.1 lb wireless networks is an ongoing project (awaiting
patent) in Professor Ted Selker's Context-Aware Computing group in the MIT Media
Laboratory. The information from all of the USPS trucks locating and using the open
wireless networks could be used to create a real-time map of the available open wireless
networks including their strength and bandwidths. The availability of this map is an
extremely valuable market commodity and could provide a service for various network
providers or other interested businesses and individuals. One possible drawback of this
idea is the legal issues concerning the ownership of the open wireless Internet
connections and the question of whether one could legally use them. Another possible
setback of this design is the possible termination of the usage of the Wi-Fi wireless
technology. This termination of technology does not seem to be very probable in the near
future, considering the rapid increase in the usage and deployment of wireless network
technologies.
7.3. Alternative Positioning Systems
Although the current design of the USPS navigational and delivery system uses a
GPS device for positioning information, other possible alternatives could provide real-
time information about the position of the delivery truck. One possibility is to use the
driver's knowledge of his delivery route. This approach relays on the delivery and pick-
up address information connected to each package. Once a package is scanned, the
delivery destination or the pick-up location of this package is used to update the current
position of the truck. This approach assumes that all deliveries are accurate and the pick-
up locations for all packages are pre-determined or explicitly entered into the system.
Based on the address information, the truck can determine its approximate longitude and
latitude coordinates. These approximate coordinates are used in the navigational system
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of the truck and by the central USPS server to schedule new tasks for all mobile delivery
vehicles. This alternative system to the GPS requires no extra hardware for the system
and no specific procedures in addition to the regular delivery process.
Another very promising positioning technology is based on the 802.1 lb wireless
network that the truck harvests while delivering the mail. Each wireless transmitter has a
unique network address called Media Access Control (MAC) address. The MAC address
is a "unique number encoded in the circuitry of a device to identify it on a local area
network" (Bay Networks Inc., 1998.) Based on this MAC address of the wireless
transmitter, the truck can determine its approximate location using the registration
information of each unit. In addition, the trucks will be able to determine and update
location information for transmitters that are not registered properly on the Internet.
Ongoing research exploits the possibility of calculating exact location coordinates based
on three or more wireless transmitters in the same vicinity. This method could be used in
the future to gather precise location information for the navigational system and fully
remove the need for an integrated GPS device.
7.4. System Testing
Field testing and usability tests are one of the most important parts for the future of this
system. The system should be thoroughly tested on its accuracy in matching the goals and
needs of USPS. Parallel testing will provide vital user feedback on the look and
interaction of the current system implementation. Based on the specific results and
findings from these studies, a final setup and tuning of the system will prepare the system
for its production integration. The testing started when the idea for the system was
conceived. Many postal workers, including VPs and the CTO of USPS, have visited the
truck and provided valuable input for the design of the system. The key design and
evaluation meeting are listed below.
Design Meetings
The first tests of the system were concentrating on testing the possible design ideas for
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the system. This testing was conducted during the two official brainstorming sessions.
The participants in these sessions were USPS officials, ranging from senior management
to mail delivery personnel, and the initiators of this project from the MIT Media Lab. The
goal of these meetings was to form the general direction of the system's functionalities
and performance. These meetings provided the basic ideas and directions for the
development of the navigational and delivery system
Reevaluation of the design
After the system implementation was set in motion, many unofficial meetings and
long distance communication was conducted to clarify the design goals. Many of the
initial specifications were changed or even removed and new important ideas kept
appearing in the design. At that point, the initial design of the system had begun and
some parts of the systems were implemented for evaluation and testing. Two official
presentations of the USPS conceptual truck took place in the MIT Media Lab, where our
system was presented to USPS officials. The response was amazing. These presentations
provided a wide range of new ideas and suggestions for improvements. It was after one of
these presentations that we decided to remove all manual input devices from the system,
like mouse and keyboard. Direct suggestions from representatives of The National Rural
Letter Carriers Association (NRLCA, 2003) led to the conclusion that the system could
be designed in a way that no additional work would be required from its users. This idea
became a central point of the design and the final implementation.
Final Design Meeting
After compiling all suggestions and ideas received about the system, the major
step of the implementation of the system took place. A meeting in the USPS headquarters
in Washington, DC was held to finalize the strict functionalities and design of the current
implementation of the navigational and delivery system. This meeting provided us with,
by then, the clearest idea of what exactly the system should do and what were the
performance expectations. The meeting allowed the final implementation of the system to
take place and to start planning future field testing.
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Evaluation of the prototyped system
The evaluation of the system took place in the MIT Media Lab in Cambridge,
MA. The official postal evaluators were VPs and the CTO of USPS, as well as
representatives from the NRLCA. This meeting provided ideas for possible future field
testing that were to be clarified with Cambridge's local USPS officials.
The information acquired through these meeting allowed for the system to evolve
into its current state. For example, as already mentioned, the direct input from a delivery
driver led to the removal of all previously used extra input devices. Now, the system only
requires a single package scanning device which could be completely automated and
integrated in the system using RFIDs, as described in section 2.1.2. Package Tracking
and Scanning -- Laser Scanner. For the system to evolve and expand, it has continuously
been reviewed and presented to potential users and USPS managerial staff. In addition, a
comprehensive field testing is being planned for the near future.
7.5. Map Server
For the optimized route calculations of the USPS postal vehicles, a unique map
server could be implemented to create a customized map database. This map server will
collect real-time information from all USPS trucks and build a map with very specific
information about construction sites, traffic and condition of the road structure in areas of
interest. The idea is that the postal trucks could automatically detect the speed of the
traffic around them and provide visual images from the actual road conditions. The speed
detection will be based on a sensor detecting the speed of the passing traffic based on the
speed of the truck. Many traffic detection systems have been installed stationary in
heavy-traffic road segments. These systems provide data for particular locations. The
USPS trucks will be able to provide comprehensive coverage of wide areas. This will be
a new mobile system of moving sensors.
The visual images provided by the already installed cameras on the truck can be
processed by an image-recognition system and detect the conditions of the roads. These
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same images could also be used in accidents or emergencies by various authorities to
determine the actions and resources needed to resolve particular problems. The map
database will not only supply the USPS with up-to-date information but could also
provide additional services to drivers and navigational systems. The knowledge of the
real traffic conditions is very valuable to navigate the general street traffic, especially
during rush hours. This map server could also use inputs from all state and local
authorities to update scheduled road construction and to monitor its progress and
conditions.
Many other services and updates are possible and might appear in the future
releases of the mobile USPS navigational and delivery system. All of these updates will
be based on the needs of USPS and the feedback received from the deployment of the
current implementation.
8. Conclusion
The customized mobile USPS navigational and delivery system presented in this
thesis optimizes and solves a number of specific tasks that are part of the daily mail
delivery process. The system presented targets to increase the efficiency, the safety and
the ability of the USPS postal vehicles to perform new services. This system provides a
robust and expandable software solution together with a sample hardware
implementation. The implemented software uses the Operating-System-independent Java
programming language. The communication solutions used in this product are based on
the secure Simple Object Access Protocol for the Internet. The current release of this
system contains two additional embedded software packages. The first one is the
Microsoft Streets and Trips 2002 mapping solution and the second one is the J-Integra
package that allows access to the ActiveX controls of the Microsoft Streets and Trips
2002. The hardware implementation was built in the USPS conceptual truck and consists
of an onboard computer, custom display, sensors and communication hardware. This
system is designed to be easily extendable and upgradeable to allow fast and effective
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future releases based on new business needs and feedback received from previous
implementations of the system.
Our innovative system provides navigational capabilities based only on GPS
readings and centralized server updates. The mail delivery planning and the detailed
information for the ongoing delivery process relay only on the data obtained from the
package scanning process. All of the information, that the USPS truck driver receives, is
presented in a simple and easy to understand graphical user interface. The system does
not require any new actions to be performed by the delivery person which allows the
driver to continue following his delivery routines. Figure 12 shows the user interface for
the navigational and delivery system and points to the main features that the system
provides.
Figure 12. Features of the USPS navigational and delivery system
a) Health of the truck; b) Same-day delivery option; c) Current location of the truck ; d) Sensors
reading from the truck's sensorial network; e) Progress of the daily mail delivery process; f)
information about the delivered and picked-up packages; g) Navigational data h) Societal services
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The main features from Figure 12 presented above are listed and explained below:
" a) The "health" of the truck increases the safety of the truck by monitoring the
sensorial network installed and provides compiled information for the overall
operating status of the delivery vehicle. (3. .Health of the truck)
* b) Same-day delivery option is a new service that will allow Internet shopping
orders to be delivered within minutes. (1.4. System Overview)
" c) The current location and direction of the delivery truck is displayed on the
aerial map and allows the driver to be oriented at all times. (2.1.3. Positioning
System)
" d) Sensors readings are used to provide vital information about possible hazards
and equipment malfunctioning.(3.5. Sensors)
" e) The progress of the daily mail delivery is displayed for the convenience of the
driver so he can plan his actions. (4.2.4. Status Frame)
" f) Details for the delivered and picked-up packages are provided for the delivery
person, to help him find and process the packages that are currently being handled
(4.2.4. Status Frame)
" g) Navigational information is provided to the driver so he can reach his
objectives by following an optimal path.
" h) Societal services are just one example of many possible new USPS services
that this system supports. Any new services could be added without changing the
software of the system. (4.2.1. Map Frame)
Same-day delivery orders and package pick-up information is communicated
from a USPS server directly to the mobile system and then presented to the postal
worker. This process does not require any interventions from driver of the truck. The
USPS server also monitors the progress of the daily mail delivery and the "health" of the
truck. Automated data collection is performed not only for the delivery process and the
status of the truck, but also for the wireless network coverage, road information and
traffic speed
This new navigational and delivery system is a non-intrusive way of providing the
USPS truck drivers with more information about what their immediate tasks are and how
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they can perform them more safely and efficiently. The system does not require any new
actions or knowledge from its users but simply assists, optimizes and monitors the
delivery process.
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All of the date in the following appendences could also be found at the Internet
site: http://web.mit.edu/thebpc/www/USPSConceptTruck/. This site contains this
document and all appendences presented below. In addition the site contains the full
versions of the system implementation together with all packages needed for the
compilation and usage of the system The only piece of this system that is not include is
the Microsoft MapPoint2002 software package as it is a copyrighted product. This site
will also contain information about upcoming presentations of the USPS conceptual truck
as well the most recent upgrades, features and implementation of the system.
Appendix A
This appendix includes the main implemented classes of the navigational and
delivery system. The classes presented, represent the most significant and specific
modules of the system. Due to space limitations, only the classes referenced in the body
of this thesis are included in full.
JFrameGUI.java
/*
* JFrameGUI.java
*/
package menu;
import javax.swing.*;
import java.awt.event.*;
import java.awt.*;
import menu.frames.*;
import menu.packageStatus.*;
import java.io.*;
public class JFrameGUI {
// ///////////////////INIT PARAMETERS
private boolean NoDecoration = true;
static private int FRAMENUMBER = 4; //Number of frames in the GUI
public static final int MAPFRAME = 0;
public static final int HEALTHFRAME = 1;
public static final int INFOFRAME = 2;
public static final int STATUSFRAME = 3;
// \\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\End INIT PArams
public JFrameGUIO {)
public static void main(String[l args) {
JFrameGUI gui = new JFrameGUI();
gui.createAllFrameso;
}
/*Opens all needed frames
*/
private void createAllFrameso {
calculateFrameSizesO;
// 0 /This is the map frame
createMapFrameO;
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// I // Helth Frame
createHealthFrameO;
// 2__/ Progress BarFrame
createlnfoFrameO;
// 3 // Status frame
createStatusFrameo;
}
/*
*Creates the Map Frame
*/
protected JFrame createMapFrameO {
final JFrame frame = createFrame("Truck Route, Directions and Package Information");
frame.setSize(w-map,h-map);
frame.setLocation(0,0);
mpctrl.setSize(w-map, h-map);
frame.getContentPaneO.add(mpctrl, BorderLayout.CENTER);
System.out.println ("Map Frame Location: "+ frame.getLocationo + " Size: " + frame.getSizeO);
frame.packO;
frame.setVisible(true); //necessary as of 1.3; OK to use before
try {
mpctrl.openMap("C:/bpc/mages/USPS.ptm");
} catch(Exception e){System.out.println("Exception Caought ID 1249823dij" + e.toStringo);}
return frame;
/*
*Creates The Health Frame
*/
protected JFrame createHealthFrameO {
JFrame frame2 = createFrame("Truck Health");
frame2.setLocation(O, hlmap);
Image image = Toolkit.getDefaultToolki(.getImage("C:/bpc/images/happytruck-nologo.gif");
ImagePanel imagePanel = new ImagePanel (image);
imagePanel.setBackground(Color.white);
imagePanel.setBorder(BorderFactory.createMatteBorder(2,0,0,0,Color.black));
frame2.getContentPaneo.add(imagePanel, BorderLayout.CENTER);
frame2.packo;
frame2.setSize(whlt, h-hlt);
frame2.setVisible(true);
return frame2;
/*
*Creates The Status Frame
*/
protected JFrame createStatusFrameO {
JFrame frame = createFrame("Status Frame");
frame.setLocation(wvmap, 0);
//(1) Creating the menu
MenuHandler menuHandler = new MenuHandlerO;
JMenuBar menuBar = menuHandler.CreateJMenuBaro;
frame.setJMenuBar(menuBar);
JPanel contentPane = new JPanelo;
frame.setContentPane(contentPane);
//(2) Creating the Table for delivered and picked-up packages
TableColumn tableColumn = getTableColumn(;
JScrollPane scrollpane = tableColumn.getJSP(w-statf, 100);
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scrollpane.setPreferredSize(new Dimension(w-statf-1 0,100));
contentPane.add(scrollpane);
JSeparator jsep = new JSeparatorf);
jsep.setPreferredSize(new Dimension(w-statf,1));
contentPane.add(jsep);
JLabel text = new JLabel("% Of Mail Delivered");
text.setBackground(Color.white);
contentPane.add(text);
//(3) Adding the status bar for the mail delivered
status-progressBar= ProgressBar.GetProgressBar(JProgressBar.HORIZONTAL);
status-progressBar.setBorderPainted(true);
contentPane.add(status-progressBar );
contentPane.setBorder(BorderFactory.createMatteBorder(0,2,0,0,Color.black));/*createEmpty Border(6,6,6,20));*/
//(4)Adding the USPS Logo
JSeparator jsep2 = new JSeparatoro;
jsep2.setPreferredSize(new Dimension(w statf, 2*h-statf/3));
//jsep2.setBackground(Color.green);
contentPane.add(jsep2);
ImageIcon uspsLogo = new ImageIcon ("C:Ibpc/images/uspsLogo.gif", "");
JLabel labell = new JLabel(" Produced for USPS",uspsLogo, JLabel.CENTER);
labell.setVerticalTextPositionLabel.TOP);
labell.setHorizontalTextPosition(JLabel.CENTER);
contentPane.add(labell);
frame.packo;
frame.setSize(wstatf, h-statf);
System.out.println( "Status Frame Location: "+ frame.getLocationo +" Size: "+ frame.getSizeo);
frame.setVisible(true);
return frame;
*Creates InfoFrame The sensors frame
*/
protected JFrame createlnfoFrameO {
final JFrame frame = createFrame("Information Frame");
frame.setLocation(wvhlt,h-map);
infoFrameJPanel = informationFrame.newlnformationFrameo;
infoFrameJPanel.setBorder(BorderFactory.createMatteBorder(2,2,0,0,Color.black));
frame.getContentPaneO.add(infoFrameJPanel);
frame.packo;
frame.setSize(w-inf,h-inf);
frame.setVisible(true); /necessary as of 1.3; OK to use before
return frame;
}
public static void updatelnfoFrame(String packageStatus) {
informationFrame.setDeliveryLabel(packageStatus);
JFrame frame = getFrame(INFOFRAME);
frame.remove(1);
frame.setContentPaneonformationFrame.newInformationFrameO);
System.out.println ("Yes");
/used to remove this frame before updaing it inupdatelnfoFrame
private static JPanel infoFrameJPanel;
///////////////UTility Files
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AI ..
private Dimension screenSize;
private int w-map, hmap, w_hlt, h_hit, wcrt, hcrt,w statf h_statf, winf h_inf;
private final mappoint2.MappointControlmpctrl = new mappoint2.MappointControlo; //<- this is the packet created from
the pdf.ocx file of Adobe PDF
static private JFrame[] frameArr = new JFrame[FRAME NUMBERI; /holds all arrays First is the map
private int numActFrames = 0;
static private final TableColumn TEST = new TableColumno;
public static InformationFrame informationFrame = new InformationFrameO;
static private JProgressBar status-progressBar = null;
public static void setSPB(int i) {
status-progressBar.setValue(i);
/*
*Calculates The sizes of all frames upon initialization
*/
private void calculateFrameSizeso {
screenSize = Toolkit.getDefaultToolkitO. getScreenSizeo;
w_crt = screenSize.width; hcrt = screenSize.height;
//Health Frame
h-hlt = 73; w_hlt = 240;
//Map Frame size
w-map = (int)(4*wscrt/5); h-map = hscrt - hhlt;
/Status Frame
w_statf = w-crt - w-map; hstatf = hcrt;
//Info Frame
h_inf= hhlt; winf= wcrt - wstatf - w_hlt;
*Closes all Frames inframeArr
*/
protected void closeAllFrameso {
try {
mpctrl.closeMapo;
frameArr[0].getContentPaneo.removeonpctrl);
catch (Exception ex) {System.out.println(" BPC err");}
System.exit(0);
*Creates a frame with common closing
*non resizable
*Undecorated
*Adds the frame to framArril
*/
private JFrame createFrame(String name) {
JFrame frame = new JFrame(name);
frame.setResizable(false);
if (NoDecoration) {
frame.setUndecorated(true);
}
frame.addWindowListener(new WindowAdapterO {
public void windowClosing(WindowEvent e) {
closeAllFrameso;
}
});
if (numActFrames++ >= FRAMENUMBER) {
System.out.printin(" FATAL ERROR ID:023985dkf9 \n The Maximum Number of active Frames was Exceeded.
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Please increase the number");
Toolkit.getDefaultToolki(.beepo;
}
else
frameArr[numActFrames-1 = frame;
}
return frame;
/* Returns this.TableColumn object
*/
static public TableColumn getTableColumnO {
return TEST;
}
/*Obtains a particular static frame
*/
static public JFrame getFrame(int frameNumber)
/we need to transfer the Dimensions of the frame as well since
/the frame itself does not carry its' dimensions into the MenuHandler :) STRANGE
MenuHandler.dim = frameArr [frameNumber]. getSizeo;
return frameArr[frameNumberi;
/*
*Subclass For displaying images
*/
class ImagePanel extends JPanel {
Imageimage;
public ImagePanel(Image image)
this.image = image;
public void paintComponent(Graphics g)
super.paintComponent(g); /paint background
/Draw image at its natural size first.
g.drawlmage(image, 0, 0, this); //85x62 image
}
I
MappointControl.java
package mappoint2;
import com.linar.jintegra.*;
* COM Class 'MappointControl'. Generated 3/10/2003 12:09:29 AM
* from 'C:lProgram FilesiMicrosoft MapPointIMappointControl.ocx'<P>
* Generated using version 1.5.5 of <B>J-IntegratmJ</B> - pure Java/COM integration technology from Intrinsyc Software
Inc.
* See <A HREF="http://www.iintrinsyc.com/">http://www.intrinsyc.com/</A><P>
* Description '<B>Microsoft Mappoint Control 9.0</B>'
* Generator Options:
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}
* PromptForTypeLibraries = True
* AttemptNonDual = True
* ClashPrefix = zz_
* LowerCaseMemberNames = True
* IDispatchOnly = False
* RetryOnReject = False
* AwtForOcxs = True
* GenerateDeprecatedConstructors = True
* ArraysAsObjects = False
* DontGenerateDisp = False
* DontRenameSameMethods = False
* ImplementConflictingInterfaces = True
* MakeSerializable = False
* ReuseMethods = True
*/
public class MappointControl extends com.linar.jintegra.Ocx implements com.linar.jintegra.RemoteObjRef, IMappointCtrl
private static final String CLSID = "8f78d7fc-bae4-46a4-a79a-052356ab3dd4";
protected String getJintegraVersiono { return "1.5.5";
// Interface delegates
private IMappointCtrlProxy dIMappointCtrlProxy = null;
/** Access this COM class's IMappointCtrl interface */
public IMappointCtrl getAsIMappointCtrlo { return dIMappointCtrlProxy; }
/** Compare this object with another */
public boolean equals(Object o) { return getJintegraDispatch()== null ? false: getJintegraDispatcho.equals(o); }
/** J-Integra internal method */
public com.linar.jintegra.Dispatch getJintegraDispatcho { return djIMappointCtrlProxy; }
* addIMappointCtrEventsListener. Listen to events generated by this class.
*
* @param theListener. An object that implements the _IMappointCtrlEvents interface
* @exceptionjava.io.IOException If there are communications problems.
*/
public void addIMappointCtrlEventsListener(_ IMappointCtrlEvents theListener) throws java.io.IOException {
if(dIMappointCtrlProxy == null) {
queuedListeners.addElement(new Object[] { "9d262766-5ae9-4ab9-83a4-26e607f9a7c3", theListener });
else {
dIMappointCtrProxy.addListener("9d262766-5ae9-4ab9-83a4-26e6079a7c3", theListener, this);
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* removeIMappointCtrEventsListener. Stop listening to events generated by this class.
* @param theListener. An object that implements the IMappointCtrlEvents interface
* @exception java.io.IOException If there are communications problems.
*/
public void removeIMappointCtrEventsListener(_IMappointCtrEvents theListener) throws j ava.io.IOException
dIMappointCtrProxy.removeListener("9d262766-5ae9-4ab9-83a4-26e67f9a7c3", theListener);
* Constructs a MappointControl.
*/
public MappointControl() {
super(CLSID);
* Constructs a MappointControl.
*/
public MappointControl(Object o) {
super(CLSID, o);
private java.util.Vector queuedListeners = new java.util.Vectoro;
public void addNotify()
super.addNotifyo;
try {
dIMappointCtrProxy = new IMappointCtrlProxy(super.getObjRef0);
zz-doQueuedSets("dIMappointCtrProxy", dIMappointCtrProxy);
for(java.util.Enumeration e = queuedListeners.elementso; e.hasMore Elementso;) {
Object[] I = (Object[])e.nextElemento;
dIMappointCtrProxy.addListener(OI + "", 1[1], this);
}
queuedListeners.setSize(O);
} catch(java.io.IOException ioe) {
throw new RuntimeException("Unexpected: "+ ioe);
* Release a MappointControl.
*/
public void release(){
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com.linar.jintegra.Cleaner.release(dIMappointCtrProxy);
* getPropertyByName. Get the value of a property dynamically at run-time, based on its name
*
* @return return value. The value of the property.
* @param name. The name of the property to get.
* @exception java.lang.NoSuchFieldException If the property does not exit.
* @exceptionjava.io.IOException If there are communications problems.
* @exception com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException If the remote server throws an exception.
*/
public Object getPropertyByName(String name) throws NoSuchFieldException, java.io.IOException,
com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException {
try {
return dIMappointCtrProxy.getPropertyByName(name);
} catch(com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException automationException) {
automationException.fillInStackTraceo;
throw automationException;
} catch(NoSuchFieldException noSuchFieldException) {
noSuchFieldException.fillInStackTraceo;
throw noSuchFieldException;
* getPropertyByName. Get the value of a property dynamically at run-time, based on its name and a parameter
*
* @return return value. The value of the property.
* @param name. The name of the property to get.
* @param rhs. A parameter used when getting the proxy
* @exceptionjava.lang.NoSuchFieldException If the property does not exit.
* @exceptionjava.io.IOException If there are communications problems.
* @exception com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException If the remote server throws an exception.
*/
public Object getPropertyByName(String name, Object rhs) throws NoSuchFieldException, java.io.IOException,
com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException {
try {
return dIMappointCtrProxy.getPropertyByName(name, rhs);
} catch(com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException automationException) {
automationException.filllnStackTraceo;
throw automationException;
} catch(NoSuchFieldException noSuchFieldException) {
noSuchFieldException.fillinStackTraceo;
throw noSuchFieldException;
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* invokeMethodByName. Invoke a method dynamically at run-time
*
* @return return value. The value returned by the method (null if none).
* @param name. The name of the method to be invoked
* @param parameters. One element for each parameter. Use primitive type wrappers
* to pass primitive types (eg Integer to pass an int).
* @exceptionjava.lang.NoSuchMethodException If the method does not exit.
* @exceptionjava.io.IOException If there are communications problems.
* @exception com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException If the remote server throws an exception.
*/
public Object invokeMethodByName(String name, Object[] parameters) throws NoSuchMethodException,
java.io.IOException, com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException {
return dIMappointCtrlProxy.invokeMethodByName(name, parameters);
* setBorderStyle. Returns or sets whether the MapPoint Control has a border.
*
* @param pstyle The pstyle (in)
* @exceptionjava.io.IOException If there are communications problems.
* @exception com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException If the remote server throws an exception.
*/
public void setBorderStyle
int pstyle) throws java.io.IOException, com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException {
if(dIMappointCtrProxy = null) {
zz-queueSet("d-IMappointCtrProxy", "setBorderStyle", (int)pstyle);
return;
}
try {
dIMappointCtrProxy.setBorderStylestyle);
} catch(com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException automationException) {
automationException.fillInStackTraceo;
throw automationException;
}
* getBorderStyle. Returns or sets whether the MapPoint Control has a border.
*
* @return return value. The pstyle
* @exceptionjava.io.IOException If there are communications problems.
* @exception com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException If the remote server throws an exception.
*/
public int getBorderStyle () throws java.io.IOException, com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException
try {
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return dIMappointCtrlProxy.getBorderStyleo;
} catch(com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException automationException) {
automationException.fillInStackTraceo;
throw automationException;
* setTabStop. Returns or sets whether the user can tab to the MapPoint Control and give it focus.
*
* @param pbool The pbool (in)
* @exceptionj ava.io.IOException If there are communications problems.
* @exception com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException If the remote server throws an exception.
*/
public void setTabStop
boolean pbool) throws java.io.IOException, com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException {
if(dIMappointCtrProxy = null) {
zz-queueSet("d-IMappointCtrProxy", "setTabStop", (boolean)pbool);
return;
}
try {
dIMappointCtrProxy.setTabStop(pbool);
} catch(com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException automationException) {
automationException.fillInStackTraceo;
throw automationException;
}
* isTabStop. Returns or sets whether the user can tab to the MapPoint Control and give it focus.
* @return return value. The pbool
* @exception java.io.IOException If there are communications problems.
* @exception com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException If the remote server throws an exception.
*/
public boolean isTabStop 0 throws java.io.IOException, com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException {
try {
return dIMappointCtrlProxy.isTabStop0;
} catch(com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException automationException)
automation Exception.fillInStackTraceO;
throw automationException;
* setMousePointer. Returns or sets the type of mouse pointer displayed when the mouse is hovered over the map.
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* @param ppointer A GeoPointer constant (in)
* @exceptionjava.io.IOException If there are communications problems.
* @exception com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException If the remote server throws an exception.
*/
public void setMousePointer
int ppointer) throws java.io.IOException, com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException {
if(dIMappointCtrProxy = null) {
zz-queueSet("dIMappointCtrProxy", "setMousePointer", (int)ppointer);
return;
try {
dIMappointCtrProxy.setMousePointer(ppointer);
} catch(com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException automation Exception) {
automationException.fillinStackTraceo;
throw automationException;
* getMousePointer. Returns or sets the type of mouse pointer displayed when the mouse is hovered over the map.
*
* @return return value. A GeoPointer constant
* @exceptionjava.io.IOException If there are communications problems.
* @exception com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException If the remote server throws an exception.
*/
public int getMousePointer 0 throws java.io.IOException, com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException {
try {
return dIMappointCtrProxy.getMousePointero;
} catch(com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException automationException)
automationException.fillInStackTrace0;
throw automation Exception;
* setAppearance. Returns or sets the way that the MapPoint Control border is drawn.
*
* @param pVal The pVal (in)
* @exceptionj ava.io.IOException If there are communications problems.
* @exception com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException If the remote server throws an exception.
*/
public void setAppearance
short pVal) throws java.io.IOException, com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException {
if(djMappointCtrlProxy == null) {
zz-queueSet("dIMappointCtrlProxy", "setAppearance",(short)pVal);
return;
}
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try {
dIMappointCtrProxy.setAppearancepVal);
} catch(com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException automationException) {
automationException.fillInStackTraceo;
throw automationException;
* getAppearance. Returns or sets the way that the MapPoint Control border is drawn.
*
* @return return value. The pVal
* @exceptionjava.io.IOException If there are communications problems.
* @exception com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException If the remote server throws an exception.
*/
public short getAppearance 0 throws java.io.IOException, com.linar.j integra.AutomationException
try {
return dIMappointCtrProxy.getAppearanceO;
} catch(com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException automationException) {
automationException.fillInStackTrace0;
throw automationException;
}
* getReadyState. Returns whether the MapPoint Control is ready.
*
*@return return value. A tagREADYSTATE constant
* @exceptionjava.io.IOException If there are communications problems.
* @exception com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException If the remote server throws an exception.
*/
public int getReadyState () throws java.io.IOException, com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException {
try {
return dIMappointCtrProxy.getReadyStateO;
} catch(com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException automationException)
automationException.fillInStackTrace0;
throw automationException;
* getFullMapName. Returns the path and name of the MapPoint Control's current map file.
*
* @return return value. The pVal
* @exceptionjava.io.IOException If there are communications problems.
* @exception com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException If the remote server throws an exception.
*/
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public String getFullMapName 0 throws java.io.IOException, com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException {
try {
return dIMappointCtrProxy.getFullMapNameO;
} catch(com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException automationException)
automationException.fillInStackTraceO;
throw automationException;
* getActiveMap. Returns the Map object that is visible from the MapPoint Control at run time only.
*
* @return return value. An reference to a Map
* @exceptionjava.io.IOException If there are communications problems.
* @exception com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException If the remote server throws an exception.
*/
public Map getActiveMap 0 throws java.io.IOException, com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException {
try {
return dIMappointCtrProxy.getActiveMapo;
} catch(com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException automationException)
automationException.fillInStackTrace0;
throw automationException;
* getPaneState. Returns or sets the state of the pane on the MapPoint window. Default is geoPaneNone.
*
* @return return value. A GeoPaneState constant
* @exception java.io.IOException If there are communications problems.
* @exception com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException If the remote server throws an exception.
*/
public int getPaneState 0 throws java.io.IOException, com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException {
try {
return dIMappointCtrlProxy.getPaneStateo;
} catch(com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException automationException)
automationException.fillInStackTrace0;
throw automationException;
}
* setPaneState. Returns or sets the state of the pane on the MapPoint window. Default is geoPaneNone.
* @param pVal A GeoPaneState constant (in)
* @exceptionjava.io.IOException If there are communications problems.
* @exception com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException If the remote server throws an exception.
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*/
public void setPaneState
int pVal) throws java.io.IOException, com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException {
if(d-lMappointCtrProxy = null) {
zzqueueSet("djIMappointCtrProxy", "setPaneState", (int)pVal);
return;
}
try {
dIMappointCtrProxy.setPaneState(pVal);
} catch(com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException automation Exception) {
automation Exception.fillInStackTraceO;
throw automationException;
* getUnits. Returns or sets the unit of measurement used to measure distance.
*
* @return return value. A GeoUnits constant
* (@exceptionjava.io.IOException If there are communications problems.
* @exception com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException If the remote server throws an exception.
*/
public int getUnits () throws java.io.IOException, com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException {
try {
return dIMappointCtrlProxy.getUnitso;
} catch(com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException automationException) {
automation Exception.fillInStackTraceO;
throw automationException;
* setUnits. Returns or sets the unit of measurement used to measure distance.
*
* @param pVal A GeoUnits constant (in)
* @exception j ava.io.IOException If there are communications problems.
* @exception com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException If the remote server throws an exception.
*/
public void setUnits
int pVal) throws java.io.IOException, com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException {
if(dIMappointCtrProxy = null) {
zz queueSet("dIMappointCtrProxy", "setUnits", (int)pVal);
return;
}
try {
dIMappointCtrProxy.setUnits(pVal);
} catch(com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException automationException) {
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automationException.fillInStackTraceO;
throw automation Exception;
* getBuild. Returns the Microsoft MapPoint Control build number.
*
* @return return value. The pVal
* @exceptionjava.io.IOException If there are communications problems.
* @exception com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException If the remote server throws an exception.
*/
public String getBuild 0 throws java.io.IOException, com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException {
try {
return dIMappointCtrProxy.getBuildo;
} catch(com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException automationException) {
automationException.fillInStackTrace0;
throw automationException;
* getVersion. Returns the Microsoft MapPoint Control version number.
*
* @return return value. The pVal
* @exceptionjava.io.IOException If there are communications problems.
* @exception com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException If the remote server throws an exception.
*/
public String getVersion 0 throws java.io.IOException, com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException {
try {
return dIMappointCtrProxy.getVersionO;
} catch(com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException automationException) {
automationException.fillInStackTrace0;
throw automationException;
* getActivePrinter. Returns or sets the active printer. A map must be open.
* @return return value. The pVal
* @exceptionjava.io.IOException If there are communications problems.
* @exception com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException If the remote server throws an exception.
*/
public String getActivePrinter 0 throws java.io.IOException, com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException
try {
return dIMappointCtrlProxy.getActivePrintero;
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} catch(com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException automationException) {
automationException.fillinStackTraceo;
throw automationException;
}
* setActivePrinter. Returns or sets the active printer. A map must be open.
*
* @param pVal The pVal (in)
* @exception java.io.IOException If there are communications problems.
* @exception com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException If the remote server throws an exception.
*/
public void setActivePrinter
String pVal) throws j ava.io.lOException, com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException {
if(dIMappointCtrProxy = null) {
zz-queueSet("dIMappointCtrProxy", "setActivePrinter",(String)pVal);
return;
}
try {
dIMappointCtrProxy.setActivePrinter(pVal);
} catch(com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException automationException) {
automationException.fillInStackTraceo;
throw automationException;
* isltineraryVisible. Returns or sets whether the Directions pane is visible. A map must be open.
*
* @return return value. The pVal
* @exception java.io.IOException If there are communications problems.
* Ca)exception com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException If the remote server throws an exception.
*/
public boolean isItineraryVisible 0 throws java.io.IOException, com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException
try {
return dIMappointCtrlProxy.isltineraryVisible0;
I catch(com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException automationException)
automationException.fillInStackTrace0;
throw automationException;
* setltineraryVisible. Returns or sets whether the Directions pane is visible. A map must be open.
* @param pVal The pVal (in)
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* @exception java.io.IOException If there are communications problems.
* @exception com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException If the remote server throws an exception.
*/
public void setItineraryVisible
boolean pVal) throws java.io.IOException, com.linar.jintegra.Automation Exception {
if(dIMappointCtrProxy == null) {
zz-queueSet("dIMappointCtrProxy", "setitineraryVisible", (boolean)pVal);
return;
}
try {
dIMappointCtrProxy.settineraryVisible(pVal);
} catch(com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException automationException) {
automationException.fillInStackTrace(;
throw automationException;
* getToolbars. Returns the Toolbars collection. A map must be open.
*
* @return return value. An reference to a Toolbars
* @exceptionjava.io.IOException If there are communications problems.
* @exception com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException If the remote server throws an exception.
*/
public Toolbars getToolbars () throws java.io.lOException, com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException {
try {
return dIMappointCtrProxy.getToolbarso;
} catch(com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException automationException)
automationException.fillInStackTrace(;
throw automationException;
* getRegion. Returns the map region of the open map.
*
* @return return value. A GeoMapRegion constant
* @exceptionjava.io.IOException If there are communications problems.
* @exception com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException If the remote server throws an exception.
*/
public int getRegion 0 throws java.io. lOException, com.linar.jintegra.Automation Exception {
try {
return dIMappointCtrlProxy.getRegiono;
} catch(com.linar.jintegra.Automation Exception automationException)
automationException.fillInStackTrace(;
throw automationException;
}
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* newMap. Creates a new map.
* @param template A Variant (in)
* @return return value. An reference to a Map
* @exception j ava.io.IOException If there are communications problems.
* @exception com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException If the remote server throws an exception.
*/
public Map newMap (
Object template) throws java.io.IOException, com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException
try {
return dIMappointCtrlProxy.newMap(template);
} catch(com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException automationException) {
automationException.fillInStackTraceo;
throw automationException;
* openMap. Closes the current map file and then opens an existing map file.
*
* @param fileName The fileName (in)
* @return return value. An reference to a Map
* @exceptionjava.io.IOException If there are communications problems.
* @exception com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException If the remote server throws an exception.
*/
public Map openMap (
String fileName) throws java.io.IOException, com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException {
try {
return dIMappointCtrProxy.openMap(ileName);
} catch(com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException automationException) {
automationException.fillInStackTraceo;
throw automationException;
}
* saveMap. Saves changes to the current map or template.
* @exception java.io.IOException If there are communications problems.
* @exception com.linar.jintegra.Automation Exception If the remote server throws an exception.
*/
public void saveMap 0 throws java.io.IOException, com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException {
try {
dIMappointCtrlProxy.saveMap(;
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}
} catch(com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException automationException) {
automationException.fill nStackTraceo;
throw automationException;
* saveMapAs. Saves the specified map or template.
*
* @param fileName The fileName (in)
* @exceptionjava.io.IOException If there are communications problems.
* @exception com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException If the remote server throws an exception.
*/
public void saveMapAs (
String fileName) throws java.io.IOException, com.linar.jintegra.Automation Exception 
try {
diMappointCtrProxy.saveMapAs(fileName);
} catch(com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException automationException) {
automationException.fillInStackTraceo;
throw automationException;
* closeMap. Closes the current map file, leaving the Control without an open map.
*
* @exceptionjava.io.IOException If there are communications problems.
* @exception com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException If the remote server throws an exception.
*/
public void closeMap 0 throws java.io.IOException, com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException {
try {
dIMappointCtrProxy.closeMap0;
} catch(com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException automationException) {
automationException.fillInStackTraceO;
throw automationException;
IMappointCtrl.java
package mappoint2;
* COM Interface 'IMappointCtrl'. Generated 3/10/2003 12:09:28 AM
* from 'C:lProgram FileslMicrosoft MapPointMappointControl.ocx'<P>
* Generated using version 1.5.5 of <B>J-Integra[tm]</B> - pure Java/COM integration technology from Intrinsyc Software
Inc.
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* See <A H REF="http://www.intrinsyc.com/">http://www.intrinsyc.com/</A><P>
* Generator Options:
* PromptForTypeLibraries = True
* AttemptNonDual = True
* ClashPrefix = zz_
* LowerCaseMemberNames = True
* IDispatchOnly = False
* RetryOnReject = False
* AwtForOcxs = True
* GenerateDeprecatedConstructors = True
* ArraysAsObjects = False
* DontGenerateDisp = False
* DontRenameSameMethods = False
* ImplementConflictingInterfaces = True
* MakeSerializable = False
* ReuseMethods = True
*/
public interface IMappointCtrl {
* setBorderStyle. Returns or sets whether the MapPoint Control has a border.
* @param pstyle The pstyle (in)
* @exception java.io.IOException If there are communications problems.
* @exception com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException If the remote server throws an exception.
*/
public void setBorderStyle (
int pstyle) throws java.io.IOException, com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException;
* getBorderStyle. Returns or sets whether the MapPoint Control has a border.
* @return return value. The pstyle
* @exceptionjava.io.IOException If there are communications problems.
* @exception com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException If the remote server throws an exception.
*/
public int getBorderStyle 0 throws java.io.IOException, com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException;
* setTabStop. Returns or sets whether the user can tab to the MapPoint Control and give it focus.
* @param pbool The pbool (in)
* @exceptionjava.io.IOException If there are communications problems.
* @exception com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException If the remote server throws an exception.
*/
public void setTabStop (
boolean pbool) throws java.io.IOException, com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException;
f/**
* isTabStop. Returns or sets whether the user can tab to the MapPoint Control and give it focus.
* @return return value. The pbool
* @exceptionjava.io.IOException If there are communications problems.
* @exception com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException If the remote server throws an exception.
*/
public boolean isTabStop 0 throws java.io.IOException, com.linar.j integra.Automation Exception;
/ **
* setMousePointer. Returns or sets the type of mouse pointer displayed when the mouse is hovered over the map.
* @param ppointer A GeoPointer constant (in)
* @exceptionjava.io.IOException If there are communications problems.
* @exception com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException If the remote server throws an exception.
*/
public void setMousePointer (
int ppointer) throws java.io.IOException, com.linar.jintegra.Automation Exception;
* getMousePointer. Returns or sets the type of mouse pointer displayed when the mouse is hovered over the map.
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* @return return value. A GeoPointer constant
* @exceptionjava.io.IOException If there are communications problems.
* @exception com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException If the remote server throws an exception.
*/
public int getMousePointer 0 throws java.io.IOException, com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException;
* setAppearance. Returns or sets the way that the MapPoint Control border is drawn.
* @param pVal The pVal (in)
* @exceptionjava.io.IOException If there are communications problems.
* @exception com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException If the remote server throws an exception.
*/
public void setAppearance
short pVal) throws java.io.lOException, com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException;
* getAppearance. Returns or sets the way that the MapPoint Control border is drawn.
* @return return value. The pVal
* @exceptionjava.io.IOException If there are communications problems.
* @exception com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException If the remote server throws an exception.
*/
public short getAppearance 0 throws java.io.IOException, com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException;
* getReadyState. Returns whether the MapPoint Control is ready.
* @return return value. A tagREADYSTATE constant
* @exceptionjava.io.IOException If there are communications problems.
* @exception com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException If the remote server throws an exception.
*/
public int getReadyState () throws j ava.io.IOException, com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException;
* getFullMapName. Returns the path and name of the MapPoint Control's current map file.
* @return return value. The pVal
* @exceptionjava.io.IOException If there are communications problems.
* @exception com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException If the remote server throws an exception.
*/
public String getFullMapName 0 throws java.io.IOException, com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException;
* getActiveMap. Returns the Map object that is visible from the MapPoint Control at run time only.
* @return return value. An reference to a Map
* @exceptionjava.io.IOException If there are communications problems.
* @exception com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException If the remote server throws an exception.
*/
public Map getActiveMap 0 throws java.io.IOException, com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException;
* getPaneState. Returns or sets the state of the pane on the MapPoint window. Default is geoPaneNone.
* @return return value. A GeoPaneState constant
* @exceptionjava.io.IOException If there are communications problems.
* @exception com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException If the remote server throws an exception.
*/
public int getPaneState 0 throws java.io.IOException, com.linar.j integra.Automation Exception;
* setPaneState. Returns or sets the state of the pane on the MapPoint window. Default is geoPaneNone.
* @param pVal A GeoPaneState constant (in)
* @exceptionjava.io.IOException If there are communications problems.
* @exception com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException If the remote server throws an exception.
*/
public void setPaneState
int pVal) throws java.io.IOException, com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException;
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* getUnits. Returns or sets the unit of measurement used to measure distance.
* @return return value. A GeoUnits constant
* @exceptionjava.io.IOException If there are communications problems.
* @exception com.linar.j integra.AutomationException If the remote server throws an exception.
*/
public int getUnits () throws java.io.IOException, com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException;
* setUnits. Returns or sets the unit of measurement used to measure distance.
* @param pVal A GeoUnits constant (in)
* @exceptionj ava.io. IOException If there are communications problems.
* @exception com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException If the remote server throws an exception.
*/
public void setUnits
int pVal) throws java.io.IOException, com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException;
* getBuild. Returns the Microsoft MapPoint Control build number.
* @return return value. The pVal
* @exceptionjava.io.IOException If there are communications problems.
* @exception com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException If the remote server throws an exception.
*/
public String getBuild 0 throws java.io.IOException, com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException;
* getVersion. Returns the Microsoft MapPoint Control version number.
* @return return value. The pVal
* @exceptionjava.io.IOException If there are communications problems.
* @exception com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException If the remote server throws an exception.
*/
public String getVersion 0 throws java.io.IOException, com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException;
* getActivePrinter. Returns or sets the active printer. A map must be open.
* @return return value. The pVal
* @exceptionjava.io.IOException If there are communications problems.
* @exception com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException If the remote server throws an exception.
*/
public String getActivePrinter 0 throws java.io.IOException, com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException;
* setActivePrinter. Returns or sets the active printer. A map must be open.
* @param pVal The pVal (in)
* @exceptionjava.io.IOException If there are communications problems.
* @exception com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException If the remote server throws an exception.
*/
public void setActivePrinter
String pVal) throws java.io.IOException, com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException;
* isltineraryVisible. Returns or sets whether the Directions pane is visible. A map must be open.
* @return return value. The pVal
* @exceptionjava.io.IOException If there are communications problems.
* @exception com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException If the remote server throws an exception.
*/
public boolean isItineraryVisible 0 throws java.io.IOException, com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException;
* setItineraryVisible. Returns or sets whether the Directions pane is visible. A map must be open.
* @param pVal The pVal (in)
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* @exceptionjava.io.IOException If there are communications problems.
* @exception com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException If the remote server throws an exception.
*/
public void setItineraryVisible
boolean pVal) throws java.io.IOException, com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException;
* getToolbars. Returns the Toolbars collection. A map must be open.
* @return return value. An reference to a Toolbars
* @exceptionj ava.io.IOException If there are communications problems.
* @exception com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException If the remote server throws an exception.
*/
public Toolbars getToolbars () throws java.io.IOException, com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException;
* getRegion. Returns the map region of the open map.
* @return return value. A GeoMapRegion constant
* @exceptionjava.io.IOException If there are communications problems.
* @exception com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException If the remote server throws an exception.
*/
public int getRegion 0 throws java.io.IOException, com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException;
* newMap. Creates a new map.
* @param template A Variant (in)
* @return return value. An reference to a Map
* @exceptionjava.io.IOException If there are communications problems.
* @exception com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException If the remote server throws an exception.
*/
public Map newMap (
Object template) throws java.io.IOException, com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException;
* openMap. Closes the current map file and then opens an existing map file.
* @param fileName The fileName (in)
* @return return value. An reference to a Map
* @exceptionjava.io.IOException If there are communications problems.
* @exception com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException If the remote server throws an exception.
*/
public Map openMap
String fileName) throws java.io.IOException, com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException;
* saveMap. Saves changes to the current map or template.
* @exceptionjava.io.IOException If there are communications problems.
* @exception com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException If the remote server throws an exception.
*/
public void saveMap 0 throws java.io.IOException, com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException;
* saveMapAs. Saves the specified map or template.
* @param fileName The fileName (in)
* @exceptionjava.io.1OException If there are communications problems.
* @exception com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException If the remote server throws an exception.
*/
public void saveMapAs
String fileName) throws java.io.IOException, com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException;
* closeMap. Closes the current map file, leaving the Control without an open map.
* @exceptionjava.io.IOException If there are communications problems.
* @exception com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException If the remote server throws an exception.
*/
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public void closeMap 0 throws java.io.IOException, com.linar.jintegra.AutomationException;
// Constants to help J-Integra dynamically map DCOM invocations to
/ interface members. Don't worry, you will never need to explicitly use these constants.
int IID65dedd2d_938d_4083_80b5_9491b073b7ae = 1;
/** Dummy reference to interface proxy to make sure it gets compiled */
int xxDummy= IMappointCtrlProxy.xxDummy;
/** Used internally by J-Integra, please ignore */
String IID = "65dedd2d-938d-4083-80b5-9491b073b7ae";
String DISPID__504_PUT__NAME = "setBorderStyle";
String DISPID__504_GET_NAME = "getBorderStyle";
String DISPID_516_PUTNAME = "setTabStop";
String DISPID__516_GET_NAME = "isTabStop";
String DISPID__521_PUTNAME = "setMousePointer";
String DISPID_521_GET_NAME = "getMousePointer";
String DISPID__520_PUTNAME = "setAppearance";
String DISPID_520_GETNAME = "getAppearance";
String DISPID_525_GETNAME = "getReadyState";
String DISPID 2_GETNAME = "getFullMapName";
String DISPID 1_GET-NAME = "getActiveMap";
String DISPID 3 GE T_NAME = "getPaneState";
String DISPID93_PUTNAME = "setPaneState";
String DISPID 4 GE T_NAME = "getUnits";
String DISPID 4PUTNAME = "setUnits";
String DISPID_5_GET_NAME = "getBuild";
String DISPID_6_GETNAME = "getVersion";
String DISPID_7_GETNAME = "getActivePrinter";
String DISPID_7_PUTNAME = "setActivePrinter";
String DISPID-8_GET_NAME = "isltineraryVisible";
String DISPID-8_PUTNAME = "setitineraryVisible";
String DISPID 9_GETNAME = "getToolbars";
String DISPID-10_GETNAME = "getRegion";
String DISPID_11_NAME = "newMap";
String DISPID_12_NAME = "openMap";
String DISPID_13_NAME = "saveMap";
String DISPID_14_NAME = "saveMapAs";
String DISPID_15_NAME = "closeMap";
PopUpInput.java
package util;
import javax.swing.JOptionPane;
import javax.swing.JTextField;
import javax.swing.JDialog;
import javax.swing.JButton;
import java.awt.event.*;
public class PopUpInput
/ instance variables
static final String TRUE = "True";
static final String FALSE = "False";
static final String EMPTYSTRING
** String input from the user via a simple dialog.
** @param prompt the message string to be displayed inside dialog
** @param frameTitle the Title for the dialag PopUp
** @return String input from the user.
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public String getString(String prompt, String frameTitle)
Objectil commentArray = {prompt, EMPTYSTRING, EMPTYSTRING};
Objectil options = { "OK" };
String inputValue = "";
boolean validResponse = false;
String result = null;
while(!validResponse)
{
final JOptionPane optionPane = new JOptionPane(commentArray,
JOptionPane.QUESTIONMESSAGE,
JOptionPane.OK CANCELOPTION,
null,
options,
options[]);
optionPane.setWantsinput(true);
JDialog dialog = optionPane.createDialognull, frameTitle);
dialog.packo;
dialog.showo;
Object response = optionPane.getlnputValueo;
if(response != JOptionPane.UNINITIALIZEDVALUE)
{
result = (String)response;
validResponse = true;
else
{
commentArray[] = "Invalid entry: "+ result;
commentArray[2] = "Invalid entry. "+ prompt;
}
return result;
** boolean selection from the user via a simple dialog.
** @param prompt message to appear in dialog
** @param frameTitle the Title for the dialag PopUp
** @param trueText message to appear on true "button"
** @param falseText message to appear on "false" button
** @return boolean selection from the user
public boolean getBoolean(String prompt, String frameTitle, String trueText, String falseText)
{
Object[] commentArray = {prompt, EMPTYSTRING};
boolean validResponse = false;
int result = -1;
while(!validResponse)
Object[] options = {trueText, falseText};
result = JOptionPane.showOptionDialog(null,
commentArray,
frameTitle,
JOptionPane.YESNO-OPTION,
JOptionPane.QUESTIONMESSAGE,
null, /don't use a custom Icon
options, /the titles of buttons
TRUE ); //the title of the default button
// check true or false buttons pressed
if(result == 0 11 result == 1)
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validResponse = true;
else
commentArray[ll = "Incorrect selection : Choose true or false buttons";
}
return (result = 0);
** boolean selection from the user via a simple dialog.
** @param prompt message to appear in dialog
** @param frameTitle the Title for the dialag PopUp
** @return boolean selection from the user
public boolean getBoolean(String prompt, String frameTitle)
I
return getBoolean(prompt, frameTitle, TRUE, FALSE);
}
MenuHandler.java
/*
* CreateJMenuBar.java
* Created on April 6, 2003, 4:43 PM
*/
package menu.frames;
import javax.swing.JMenu;
import javax.swing.JMenuBar;
import javax.swing.JMenuitem;
import javax.swing.Imagelcon;
import java.awt.Toolkit;
import java.awt.event.*;
import javax.swing.JFrame;
import menu.JFrameGUI;
import menu.packageStatus.*;
public class MenuHandler {
static public java.awt.Dimension dim =null; /set in JFrameGUI see there why needed
private DeliveryAndPackageStatus deliveryAndPackageStatus new DeliveryAndPackageStatuso;
//Creates a new instance of CreateJMenuBar
public void MenuHandlero {
public JMenuBar CreateJMenuBaro {
JMenuBar menuBar = new JMenuBar);
/adding the REad barcode menu
JMenu menu2 = new JMenu("Scan Item");
menu2.setMnemonic(KeyEvent.VK S);
JMenultem menultem = new JMenultem("Delivery");
menultem.setM nemonic(KeyEvent.VK D);
menultem.addActionListener(new ActionListenerO {
//menu2.addActionListener(new ActionListenerO {
public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent e) {
util.PopUplnput pui = new util.PopUpInputo;
String s = pui.getString("Please Scan The Delivered Item .... ", "USPS Delivery Confirmation for item:");
Toolkit.getDefaultToolkito.beepo;
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//System.out.println("TI ");
String rez= deliveryAndPackageStatus.deliverPackage(s);
JFrameGUI.setSPB(deliveryAndPackageStatus.percentageDeliveredO);
JFrameGUI.getTestO.setDeliveredltem(rez);
//updating this frame
JFrame frame = JFrameGUI.getFrame(2);
frame.packo;
frame.setSize(dim);
frame.setVisible(true);
System.out.println("Input was:" + s);
menu2.add(menultem);
menultem = new JMenultem(" PickUP");
menuItem.setMnemonic(KeyEvent.VK S);
menultem.addActionListener(new ActionListenerO {
//menu2.addActionListener(new ActionListenerO {
public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent e) {
util.PopUplnput pui = new util.PopUplnputo;
String s = pui.getString("Please Scan The New Item .... ", "USPS Item Created:");
String desc ="n*ull*";
if (!deliveryAndPackageStatus.entryExist(s)) desc= pui.getString("Enter Description .... " "New USPS Item
Description:");
/Set the date in the Status Frame table
String toPrint = deliveryAndPackageStatus.pickUpPackage(s,desc);
JFrameGUI.getTesto.setPickUpltem(toPrint);
//updating this frame I this this is the Status Frame
JFrame frame = JFrameGUI.getFrame(JFrameGUI.STATUSFRAME);
frame.packo;
frame.setSize(dim);
frame.setVisible(true);
//System.out.println("Input was:" + s);
});
menu2.add(menultem);
menuBar.add(menu2);
return menuBar;
DeliveryAndPackageStatus.java
/*
* DeliveryAndPackageStatus.java
* Created on April 9, 2003, 8:54 PM
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*/
package menu.packageStatus;
import java.util.HashMap;
*
* @author thebpc
*/
public class DeliveryAndPackageStatus
private int totalNumberPackages = 10;
private int deliveredPackages =0;
private int inventoryPackages =0;
private HashMap inventory = new HashMap(100);
/** Creates a new instance of DeliveryAndPackageStatus */
public DeliveryAndPackageStatuso {
inventory.put("03022940000004817107", "Package #6 To address ABCDE");
inventory.put("03022940000004817091 ", "Package #5 To address FGHIJ");
inventory.put("03022940000004817060", "Package #4 To Unknown address");
}
public boolean entryExist(String barcode)
if (inventory.containsKey(barcode)) {
return true;
}
return false;
}
public String pickUpPackage(String barcode, String description) {
totalNumberPackages = totalNumberPackages ++;
if (inventory.containsKey(barcode)) {
java.awt.Toolkit.getDefaultToolkito.beepo;
java.awt.Toolkit.getDefautToolkitO.beepO;
return "Old package";
inventory.put(barcode,description);
return "New Entry Added For" + description;
public String deliverPackage(String barcode)
if (inventory.containsKey(barcode)) {
System.out.printin( " Before" + deliveredPackages +" "+ totalNumberPackages);
delivered Packages++;
System.out.printin("After" + deliveredPackages +" "+ totalNumberPackages);
String retVal = (String) inventory.ge(barcode);
inventory.remove(barcode);
return retVal;
java.awt.Toolkit.getDefautToolkito.beepo;
java.awt.Toolkit.getDefaultToolkitO.beepO;
return "Invalid Package";
public int percentageDeliveredO {
return deliveredPackages;
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Appendix C
Introduction
Digita View interface controller designal far OE M monitcr ard packagel LC 0 solutions
Panels:
Input:
TF T coluow - 1024 x 768 & other.
Analog VGA, SVGA, XGA, PAL, NTS C & other
The AC-1024 v.3 is a full' bufferd rmulti-syrt interfam providirg direct analkgconnectim for a wide rangq of TFT
LC D panek with a resolution of 1024 x 768 and features ful screen imaw expanskn for VGA & SVGA modes The
AC-1024 is a compad hij performance singh board solution
Key features of Digiti View flat pand interfam controllers incucb excellert picture qualiy ease of use, extensive
features and cost effectie performance.
Features
Panel Connectivity: Primrily desIgncifor 1024x768
resolution TF T panels verslom are also avallabi that
suppot TF T 640x480% 80(xt0 3 1024x60( 1280x 1024 and
Plasn 4r panels
input signals - Computers : Analog VGA, SVGA &
XG A with ful screen ima0 expansion with separale
sync sync-on-grei & composit syrr autD detectl
Pixel clock to 135MHz, vertica refreslrate to 120Hz
at XG A resolutions
Input signals - Video: Intertaced videq composie &
5-video PAL & NTS C (requIres optionS add-on
board
Input signals- Audio: Optiona stereo amplifie with
volurre controa
I Compute r graphic s modes: VGA-SXG A auwo
detect Interlaced & non-interlaced
Panel power: 3.3V & 5V
I Pane I signal: TT L - LVDS & TDM S options
Colors: Up to 8 bit per colo, ie 16.7milicn colors(even on 3 x 6 bit panels)
I Function s display: On Screen Oispkay (OSD) of
functiom with muftipb languages
I Function s control: Buttons Infra-red, RS-232.
I Image control: Auto & manui setup Brightness
Contrast, Tuning Size IndividuRGB adjust lmag
Rotate & Eovert, Colour level Expansicn On/Off, lnaw
position
I Othe r features : Systen information Run-time
counte, OSD position SignA levet Audb controls.
I Dimensions: 179nm x 114mm (7" x 4.5")
approxirnate
I Mountin g holes & layout: Digid View standard
I Connectors : Embedded & externa type
Power requirements : 12V DC.
I Power saving; VESA DPMS compatible
I Power/signa I protection : Fuse ard power
sequencing
I Invene r support: 5 & 12V, Enable pin
I Plug & Pla y: DO C 2b compatibi
Statu s indicator : Dual colour LED support
Auxilliary power outpz conrnectcr
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TFTHitachi
Hosiden
LG
NEC_
Sharp
Toshiba
TFT
TFT
TFT
TF T
TFT
Support for the above panels (and more as they become available)
is being introduced progressively, please check at time of placing
order for specific compatibility.
4--
CN1
401xx
501 Ox
601 Ox
4106886xx
4106887xx
4106894xx
4206811xx
5000005xx
Panel signd cable & connectcr kit
Backligit inverter & cablEs kit
Functicn controls & cablEs kit
LVDS, TDM S interface optiors
PAL, NTS C input interface option
Audio inpit & arnplifier option
PC to controller graphis cable
Power supply 110-240 V AC inpt
Variable xx is dependent on the panel selected and current version
114mm
(4500)
Notes:
- Dimensions are in mm and (mil).
- PCB mounting holes connect to ground.
- PCB mounting holes are 3.2mm.
- Other mounting holes for inverter
are not grounded.
- Drawing is not to scale.
Connector reference
CN1 Aux power output P1 15 way D shell for VGA inputCN2 Panelsgnal P2 5.5mm phono jack for 12 V DC supplyCN3 Panel Signal P3 Alternative power tInput
CN4 Panel signal P4 Alternative VGA signal input
CN5 Inverter
CN6 Function controls
LED1 Dual colour status LED
Digita I View Ltd
2201 Nanyang Plaza
57 Hung To Rd, Kwun Tong,
Kowloon, Hong Kong
Tel: (852) 2861 3615
Fax: (852) 2520 2987
Email sales@digitalview.com.lk
Please v
Digital View In c
18440 Technology Drive
Building 130, Morgan Hill, CA 95037
USA
Tel: (1) 408-782 7773
Fax: (1) 408-782 7883
Email sales@digitalview.can
Digita I View Ltd
Millennium Studios,
5 Elstree Way, Borehamwood,
Herts, WD6 1SF, England
Tel: (44) (0)181-236 1112
Fax: (44) (0)181-236 1116
Email sales@digitalview.co.tk
sit our Web site for more information www.digitalvie w.co m
Brand names belorg to their respectie owners. Specification subjer to chang? withot notice March 2001
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179.07mm
(7050)
IMiCN5 AC-1024(L)
0 0
CN6
P1 P4 P3E
- P2Ea
Max. 19mm (75)
